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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

,.,* < ** ?
Kings, }1 mg."tar". 1.3 mg. nicotine; Longs, 18 mg. "tar 1,1 
1.3 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Aug. 77
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WE'RE TAKING THE 
OUT OF IN-DASH INSTALLATION

Pioneer believes that you 
shouldn't have to modify your 
dashboard {or your vocabu 
lary) to enjoy good stereo in 
your car.

That's why we took the 
time and trouble to make six 
Supertuner® car stereos with 
8-track, each specifically 
designed to fit most model 
Ford, GM or Chrysler vehicles. 
And fit well.

We give you your choice 
oftheTP-9004,5and6with 
10-station pre-set tuning. 
Or the TP-7004,5 and 6 with 
5-station pre-set tuning. Just 
match the Supertuner you 
want with your car model. It's 
that simple.

But there are some very 
good reasons besides easy 
installation to buy a Pioneer 
Supertuner.

Like our unparalleled FM 
stereo with a phase-lock loop 
for FM stereo separation. Use- 
able sensitivity of 1.1 i^V, 
Selectivity of 74 dB. And a 
capture ratio of 1.7 dB.

Or our 8-track tape deck 
with wow and flutter less 
than .25%. Neatly concealed 
behind the radio dial fonthat 
clean, factory appearance.

Or the downright good 
looks of our Supertuner. 
Which seem even more 
attractive when you don't 
have to spend a day and a 
half putting it in.

So it's up to you.
You can buy a "one-size- 

fits-nothing" and say things 
you never thought you would.

Or buy a Pioneer Super- 
tuner and get sound you never 
thought you could.

SUPER TUNER BY PIONEER.
Pioneer Electronics of America, 1925 East Dominguez St., Long Beach, California 90810.Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



National Lampoon 'siirst film.

... written by NatLamp writers 
Doug Kenney Chris Miller, and 
Harold Ramis and directed by 
JohnLandis (Kentucky Fried 
Movj'e) has finished production. 
The Universal picture stars John 
Belushi, Tim Matheson, John Ver- 
non, Verna Bloom, Thomas Hulce, 
Donald Sutherland as "Jennmgs," 
and 163,000 other very funny 
people. Reporters on the closed 
set have leaked out these ad 
vance reactions: the roast beef 
was good, the mashed potatoes 
were cold, and the strawberry 
shortcake was great!
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THE SPEAKERS YOU SHOULD HAVE 
BOUGHT IN THE FIRST PLACE.

Suppose you buy yourself a 
Pioneer car stereo.

And then tag on Brand X 
speakers to save money.

Well, you won't save money.
Because, one fine day, you're 

going to hear Pioneer speakers. 
Like the newTS-106 door-mount 
speakers shown above.That re 
produce a wider frequency range 
(50 to 16,000 Hz) than most FM 
stations can deliver.

And when you hear these 
speakers, you're absolutely gonna 
want 'em. So you rip the old ones 
out, and put the newTS-106's in.

Well,why not buy 
Pioneer speakers in 
the first place?

TheTS-106's.Or 
any of the other two- 
dozen car speakers 
we make. Because, 
in there somewhere, 
yotfre sure to find

something that fits your ears, 
your car, and your budget all at 
the same time.

We can say that because 
Pioneer is one of the most 
respected audio manufacturers 
around. With superb design, 
engineering, and manufacturing. 
Which gives us the experience 
andknow-how to produce the 
finest speakers available today.

And you can make your 
Pioneer dealer prove it.

Make him play the other lead 
ing speaker brand for you.

Then make him play Pioneer 
car speakers.

difference. You will 
buy Pioneer speakers.

And you won't end 
up throwing away a 
pair of speakers you 
shouldn't have bought 
in the first place.

CAR SPEAKERS BY PIONEER.
Pioneer Electronics of America, 1925 E. Dominguez St., Long Beach, CA 90810
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Introducing the Brava. The Fiat that
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looks as good as it drives.

For years, Fiat has been 
sending cars to America that drive 
incredibly well.

And, meanwhile, a lot of 
Americans have bought other cars 
for their wheel covers or their 
interiors.

Well, as you can see, we've 
done something about this.

Like our other Sedans and 
Sports Cars, the new Brava has 
the same kind of performance 
you'd expect from a Fiat. And the 
new Super Brava has something 
more: the appearance of a car 
costing thousands of dollars more.

We designed the new Fiat 
Super Brava from the tires up.

And we came up with a 
design that comes out of the Fiat 
tradition; yet it breaks tradition 
in the area of looks.

Never has a Fiat been this 
luxuriously appointed, whether 
you choose the rich, padded, 
velour interior or the vinyl you'd 
swear was calfskin.

And never has a Fiat driven 
this well. Its Rally version just won 
the World Rally Championship.

And when you buy the new 
Brava, you get the incredible Fiat 
2 year, 24,000 mile power train 
warranty.

Beauty and guts, appearance 
and performance: a Fiat that 
looks as good as it drives, all for 
around $5,000.

BRAVA!

rill.'Ml

Price based upon P. 0. E. price of vehicle 
shown, the Super Brava. Inland transportation, 
dealer preparation, and local taxes additional.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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" It was the Spanish conquistadores who 
first brought European livestock to North 
America, and the entire face of history 
would have been changed if their cows 
had escaped instead of their horses." 
-O'Rourfce's Pocket History of the West
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INTRODUCING 
NEW TURTLE EXTRA.

With specially formulated wax and polymers that cling to a car's surface
To demonstrate this clinging 

action, we waxed the car below with 
Turtle Extra. Then before we buffed it. 
we actually sank it in 35 feet of water 
in Silver Springs, Florida.

As you can see. after 
hours under the water, the 
Turtle Extra is still clinging 
to the cars surface.

Turtle Extra is the 
thickest richest most ef 
fective liquid car wax 
we've ever made.

There's never been a 
car wax like Turtle Extra.

Turtle Extra won't 
run out on you.

You get more than a great shine. 
When waxed and buffed, this unique 
formulation of wax and polymers forms 
a strong protective shield on your 

car. protecting it from 
rain. sun. sand, salt-all 
kinds of dirt and weather.

As long as your car 
is shining, you know that 
Turtle Extra is there protect 
ing your cars finish.

Turtle Extra is the 
newest member of the 
Turtle Wax family of pro 
ducts that help beautify 
and protect your car.

No. 1 in Car Waxes.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



by Danny Abelson

"I believe that our great nation is ready to 
accept the challenge of a new frontier, one 
as significant and vast as the untamed 
West of the pioneers, a new frontier of 
progress and hope, with cowboys and des 
peradoes and shoot-outs and everything. 
Honest!'
  President John E Kennedy, in his 

famous "New Frontier" speech

Perhaps more than any other single 
experience in our nation's history, the 
taming and settling of the Wild West 
has shaped our conception of our 
selves as a people. It most certainly 
has a unique place in our folklore, 
and appears, as witnessed by the 
quote above, to exert as powerful an 
influence on the imagination today as 
it ever did in the past.

This brief essay attempts to answer 
the question of why this is so, to ex 
amine the experience, the era, in 
hopes of discovering the real impor 
tance of the frontier and so explain 
the importance it has for us today.

Some have looked to the cowboy, 
that rangy, trail-hardened figure with 
his tight-lipped ways and ever-present 
loyal sidekick or hand-rolled ciga 
rette or stick of pemmican or some 
thing. They theorize that the craggy 
good looks and stunt man antics of 
the gun-toting cowboy seized the 
imagination of the nation, and, as it 
were, kept it seized.

The serious scholar cannot enter 
tain this notion at any length, how 
ever, for history tells a different story 
about Gary Cooper and Alan Ladd's 
real lives. Not to mention their nine 
teenth century counterparts. In fact, 
the cowboys were usually ill-educated 
outcasts who worked hard jobs for 
low pay, were often black and Mexi 
can, and were probably a great deal 
more reluctant to get involved in a 
gun battle that the average liquor 
store owner of today; guns being 
notoriously inaccurate and dangerous 
to the user in those days. If they re 
ferred to "pesky little varmints" at all, 
it was almost certainly not cattle rus 
tlers they had in mind, but the lice 
and ticks that traveled around on un 
washed bodies in those days in much 
the same way that we travel around

An Essay

on buses today.
Other experts, conceding the above 

point, believe that Americans (all 
originally emigrants from Europe) 
have a natural tendency to think in 
terms of westward movement. The 
implications of this loose application 
of a law of physics must be examined. 
Should we not then sec evidence of 
the continued movement in the same 
direction of other emigrant popu 
lations Canadians over the North 
Pole to Russia, South Africans west 
to Brazil, colonial Americans west 
ward to the Orient and back to Liver 
pool' Yes, we should and no, we 
don't; and the theory must be 
rejected.

It was Frederick Jackson Turner, a 
turn-of-the-century historian, who 
was the first to begin to formulate a 
satisfying answer to this complex 
question. His frontier theory of 
American history was based on the 
following assumption: the experience 
of settling the wild, unknown, and 
ungoverned continent that greeted 
the pioneers transformed their Euro 
pean characters and shaped a new 
breed: Americans. Individualistic, 
freedom-loving, self-sufficient, and 
not very well-groomed.

Although unfashionable at present, 
this school of thought has much to 
teach the student willing to attend to 
its lessons thoughtfully and do the 
necessary homework and prepare for 
the spot quizzes.

R>r example, one can observe the 
central thesis being born out in the 
founding of towns, a pastime so pop 
ular it has been dubbed "the baseball 
of the West." This, of course, does not 
imply that town-founding teams pit 
ted their skills against one another on 
some early version of a baseball dia 
mond; it merely emphasizes, through 
the use of irony, the popularity of the 
activity. One must remember that in 
those days anyone with a few hours to 
kill could found a town, and in so 
doing enroll in what must have been 
the first field course in advertising and 
public relations. Documents of the 
time attest to the fact that lavish and 
fanciful claims were often made on 
behalf of desert shantytowns called 
"Great Harbor" and tent camps

dubbed "New Rome."
Thus, it was in this crucible that 

the renowned entrepreneurial skills 
of an entire people were forged. In 
deed, one can see the evidence of 
frontier practices in the workings of 
the free enterprise system to this day. 
The businessman or politician of 
1978 is very much the descendant of 
the railroad man orgold prospector oi 
the Wild West both have that same 
drive to beat the other man, with 3 
tree limb if necessary, and the ability 
to pursue profit with total single- 
mindcdness, through barriers, around 
obstacles, and over pokey old do- 
gooders who get in the way. The give 
and take of frontier business contin 
ues in the modern political lobbying 
system of today, for instance; and thus 
was the modus of free enterprise born 
in the era of Western exploration and 
weaned in the White House last week.

But more important than un 
bridled competition, more central 
than rhe art of the salesman, most sig 
nificant of all is the issue of individ 
uality and self-sufficiency. This above 
all else is the legacy of the Wild West, 
and due, in large part, to one factor- 
Indians. But as so often is the case 
with the highly mythologized West, 
fantasy has replaced fact in our con 
ception of relations between white 
and red.

It was the Indian's misfortune to be 
caught between the advance of civ 
ilization and the west coast of the 
United States. It was his tragedy to 
respond with understandable resent 
ment and a lot of savage killing. In 
fact, the pioneers who set out to make 
a country of the huge continent were 
almost constantly harassed and at 
tacked by Indians who showed pre 
cious little interest in discussion or 
compromise. Think, then, of the indi 
vidual experience of the settler or 
pioneer. Naturally his immediate re 
sponse would be to kill as many as 
possible, and preferably all, of the 
particular Indians who were attacking 
at any one given time. But one must 
remember that warfare then was a far 
cry from its modern counterpart one 
was as likely to be killed by the explo 
sion of a neighbor's weapon, or 
trampled by a clumsy cavalry charge, 

continued on page 26
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Only Real
the natural cigarette

can taste so rich
yet be low tar.

Follow your taste to Real*
Your cigarette enhances its flavor Of course, the menthol in Real

artificially. All major brands do. Real does Menthol is fresh, natural. Not synthetic,
not. We use only the finest tobacco blend You get a rich and round and deep taste,
and add nothing artificial. Nothing. A total taste that satisfies. Yet it's low tar.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. Only 9mg. tar.

©1977 R. J. Reynolds Tobocco Co.
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Sirs:
This is just an idea, but why not 

pay people to not he on welfare in 
stead of giving welfare payments? This 
would encourage people on welfare to 
get jobs and get off welfare. Besides, 
people who aren't on welfare are a 
nicer class of people than people who 
are on welfare, and I'd rather see my 
tax dollars go to them. Plus, these 
days, it seems like practically every 
body is getting some kind of welfare 
so it would probably be cheaper to 
pay those people who aren't.

Lois Toastburn 
Portsmouth, Oh.

Sirs:
For the next thirty .seconds this 

magazine will conduct a test of the 
emergency publications warning .sys 
tem. In the event of an actual emer 
gency, this magazine will publish 
instructions and information. This is 
only a test.

Baaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
a a aaaa aaaa aaa a a aaa aa aaa a aaaaaa 

.laaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
laaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaa.

Civil Defense Magazine and Book
Network

Washington, D.C.

Sirs:
Having a wonderful time, wish you 

were dead.

Hubert Humphrey 
Congressional Heaven

Sirs:
There is some misunderstanding 

here. We do not have a "police state" 
in Rumania. Nfo! What we have is a 
"fire department stare." This is a very- 
different thing. True, many of our citi- 
zens live in constant fear that the Se 
cret Firemen will come in the middle

of the night and break down their 
doors with axes and spray water all 
over their belongings. But this is not a 
"police state."

Nicolac Ceausescu
President of Rumania

Bucharest, Rumania

Sirs:
Just had my first blow-job this 

morning. It wasn't bad; but any sug 
gestions about how to get this awful 
taste out of rny mouth?

Prince Charles 
Buckingham Palace, Eng.

Sirs:
My most embarrassing moment 

was the time I was preparing a simple 
classical French dish on television, 
and I inadvertently creped my 
drawers.

Julia Child 
Boston, Mass.

Sirs:
Just for kicks, 1 think maybe we 

ought to change the color of the foot 
ball to green. Never saw a colored boy 
drop a watermelon, did you?

Pete Rozell 
New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
I am either Debbie Reynolds's 

daughter or Dick Cavett's wife. I've 
been so busy lately I can't remember 
which 1 am.

Carrie Fisher 
Hollywood, Calif.

Sirs:
As far as I know, I'm the only West 

Coast celebrity who can lick his own 
cock.

Benji 
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Sirs:
Wrong, but the formaldehyde does 

stink.

Rence Richards 
Los Angeles, Calif.

Sirs:
Did Congress just give that canal 

over behind the boatyards to some 
hunch of foreigners? Because if they 
did I'm going to be really mad because

that's where 1 keep my outboard.

Bob Leslie 
Panama City, Fla.

Sirs:
That cloning, you know, is really a 

bummer of the premier rank. I mean, 
what if somebody cloned Adolf Hit- 
ler^Hundreds of him? The skid row 
men's shelter would be full of de 
mented architectural draftsmen for 
the next fifty-six years. It makes you 
think.

Albert Speer 
Vienna, Austria

Sirs:
Did 1 ever tell you about my uncle? 

He was so lazy that he bought an 
an tea tor.

Steve Martin 
Aspen, Colo.

Sirs:
No, 1 do riot have Charlie Chaplin's 

body. It just looks that way.

Didi Conn 
Hollywood, Calif.

Sirs:
If you want to catch a whiff of who 

really killed JFK, just scratch and sniff 
here:

A Police Dog Formerly with the CIA 
Silver Spring, Md.

Sirs:
They've got a number of these 

"helper" products on the market now. 
You know, Hamburger Helper and 
stuff like that. They're supposed to be 
able to help you stretch your meat by 
as much as 30 percent. Some of you 
fellows might want to try it.

The girl who met PJ and Tod and 
Danny 

in That Bar in Nassau

Sirs:
The government of the United 

States would like to make it clear that 
we don't recognize the African coun 
try of Transkci. We've never even seen 
a picture of it. We wouldn't know 
Transkei if it leapt up and bit us. 
Haven't even heard of the place.

Andrew Young
U.S. Negro to the United Nations 

New York, N.Y.
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"Natalie Cole introduced us to 
the white rum screwdriver."

"I first met Natalie Cole when she called 
me in as recording engineer on one of her 
albums. Natalie's the perfectionist of all 
time, and not just in her singing. I mean she 
really knows it all when it comes to mixing 
music tracks.

After one very late session, she invited 
us back to her house for a nightcap. Natalie 
was having a screwdriver, but instead of 
mixing the orange juice with vodka, she used 
white rum. Now that was a new one on us, 
and we had to try it.

La Cole is on to a great thing! White rum 
mixes better with orange juice than either 
vodka or gin. It has a nice clean, mellow taste

we really enjoy. Since then we've discovered 
that white rum is terrific with tonic or soda 
and makes a fantastically smooth martini.

Leave it to Natalie Cole, the perfectionist. 
Whether it's mixing music or mixing drinks, 
this lady knows what she's doing!'

Convert yourself.
Instead of automatically order 
ing a screwdriver, try a white 
rum screwdriver next time. 
You'll find it makes a smoother 
drink than vodka (or gin) for 
a very good reason. Unlike gin 
and vodka, white rum from 
Puerto Rico is aged for at least 
a full year before it's bottled. 
And when it comes to 
smoothness, aging is 
the name of the game.

PUCRTO RKAfl RUfflS
A^eil tor srnoothnrv- ami

For free 'Light Rums ol Puerto Rico" recipes, wnie: Puerto Rican Rums, 
Dept NL-5 1290 Avenue of the Amencas. N.Y.. N.Y. 10019 © 1977 Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
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Runnino
Synopsis of Part One of Our Story

As you may recall, Bernie had picked 
u() a fare named Maria, a beautiful 
young girlwho fellin love with him at first 
sight and allowed herself to be deflowered, 
h turned out that Maria was the daugh 
ter of a prominent Mafia member, and 
was pledged in marriage to Salvatore 
Bongaglionomi, son ofBruno "The Ball 
Buster" Bongaglionomi, boss of bosses of 
the entire Mafia. Rathern than go 
through with the marriage, Maria had 
run out of the church in the middle of the 
ceremony, right in front of the entire wn- 
deruwld, insulting the honor of both 
families. She was caught and tortured, 
and finally revealed the first name and oc 
cupation of the man she truly loved Ber 
nie. She escaped from her captors to locate 
Bernie and tell him what had happened.

Both she and Bernie have become fugi 
tives from the Mafia, living in mortal ter 
ror of being "hit" Finally, Bernie cannot 
stand it any longer, and decides to have a 
showdown with the Mafia and plead his 
case.

Maybe I was a little naive, but 1 fig 
ured I'd be better off showing all my 
cards to the Mafiosi instead of hiding 
out like a scared rabbit- What the 
fuck  1 was getting tired of this cat 
and mouse game. Maria felt the same 
way. It was up to me to use all my 
chutzpa, all my nerve, my balls, my 
Galir^'aner cunning to get me and 
Maria out of this fucking mess alive.

So I call a number somewhere in 
Brooklyn, and ! go through all the 
bullshit that you go through with the 
Mafia on the phone, with the secret 
code words and the instructions to 
get to the meeting place and so on and 
so forth. It was like trying to memo 
rize the Dallas Cowboys* playbook. 
Then a couple of gorillas in three- 
piece suits come for me and Maria in a 
limousine. They blindfold us and take

us for a long ride. We end up in some 
kind of banquet hall, like the second 
floor of a restaurant.

The whole fucking Mafia must 
have been there every big boss. 
There was a bunch of tables arranged 
around three sides of the room and a 
platform with tables on the fourth 
side where Bruno Bongaglionomi, the 
boss of bosses, his son Salvatore, and 
the rest of his capos were sitting. 
Maria and me were tied to chairs and 
put right in the center of the floor, 
where everybody could see us.

Very few outsiders get to sec a real 
meeting of the Mafia, so I want to tell 
you how they really operate. Some 
body explained to me that this was a 
very special meeting of the highest of 
the high council, the people who 
would sit in judgment against me and 
Maria.

It was one of those serious affairs of 
honor, so everything was handled like 
a ritual, like some kind of religious 
service. Only instead of religious stuff 
these guys had their own kind of cere 
monies. First of all, they all were 
dressed in costumes. Each Mafia fam 
ily had its own special outfit. One 
family was all dressed in judges robes. 
One group was wearing big Teddy 
bear suits. Another had on these 
Robin Hood costumes, complete with 
bows and arrows. One family was 
even in drag, I swear. I was told that 
each family had its own ceremonial 
costume that dated back hundreds of 
years from the beginnings of the 
Mafia in Sicily. Bruno Bongaglionomi, 
the boss of bosses, was dressed in an 
outfit that made him look like the 
Pope, except he wore a hat shaped 
like an ice-cream cone and held a big 
wand in his hand.

Bruno rapped his wand on the 
table and everyone quieted down. He 
started chanting something in Latin, 
which Maria translated for me. She 
said that we were about to he judged 
by the Court of the Supreme Council 
of the Holy Order of Fra Diavolo, 
which was the original Sicilian society 
that the Mafia came from. Suddenly, 
Bruno and all the other bosses pulled 
these big, live lobsters out from under 
the table and started waving them 
around over their heads, chanting 
more Latin. Then they threw these 
lobsters at our feet, which were now 
bare, and made the fucking fish bite 
us. When they got tired of this they 
had the lobsters cooked and ate them 
by cracking the shells over our heads.

At least they didn't cut open a live 
chicken and smear us with the blood

like in a voodo ceremony, I said to 
Maria. No sooner did the words slip 
out of my mouth when a pair of 
plump little pullets were produced. 
Only instead of chickens bleeding on 
us, they just put the fucking birds on 
our heads and got them to take a 
dump all over us. They must have 
given the chickens some kind of laxa 
tive. Sicilians have fucking toilets 
where their heads are supposed to be. 
This was their idea of a joke, a way to 
humiliate me and Maria for soiling 
their honor.

After a few more dumb ceremonies 
where these ginzos got their rocks off, 
we're ready to start the confrontation, 
or the trial, which is what it really is. 
Now I get my chance to talk. First I 
had to plead for Maria. 1 really tried 
my best to get the poor broad off the 
hook. I talked like a fucking Perry 
Mason. I made myself the bad guy. It 
was all my fault, I said. I seduced her. I 
practically raped her. The kid was 
completely innocent. She fought me, 
tried to kill me, did everything in her 
power to stop me. But Maria wouldn't 
let me finish.She told them that I was 
lying, that she loved rne. She fucked 
up my whole story with her fucking 
honesty. Okay, so maybe I should be 
honest, too. I get an idea. These 
greaseballs are supposed to be men of. 
honor. I am also a man of honor. I be 
lieve in an eye for an eye, a tooth for a 
tooth. Since I took Maria's cherry, 
they should take something of mine. 
There's a big pause here and every 
body is silent. I'm already circum 
cised, I say and I laugh a little 
nervous kind of laugh. So since I'm 
already circumcised, take a fucking 
piece of my ear!'Cut off my left ear- 
lobe, I shout. It's a small price to pay, 1 
figure.

"You're a real sweetheart," said a 
boss named Angelo "The Cook" 
Stronzoli. They called him "The 
Cook" because he liked to get rid of 
his enemies by dipping them in egg 
and bread crumbs and deep frying 
them in olive oil. "How about we take 
your cock in exchange for Maria's 
cherry? That's more like an eye for an 
eye."

That made Maria go crazy. She 
screamed and begged them for mercy. 
The idea of them doing that to my 
wee-wee was too much for her. It was 
too much for me, too. You can't make 
an honest deal with these animals, 
with their fucking code of honor. 
They got as much honor as a dope ad 
dict with nine cents in his pocket.

Now the bosses start debating be-
continued
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WWW SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT RENTING A CAR

IF YOU'RE UNDER 24.
The first thing you should know 

about renting a car if you 're under 
24 is to come to National Car 
Rental.

Because face it:
When it comes to renting a car 

at most places you Ve got prob 
lems before you even start.

Car insurance companies don't 
exactly stand in line to get your 
business.

You attract more'than your 
share of attention from the 
highway patrol.

And you 're hardly high

on the corporate ladder so you 
don't make a lot of money.

All of which could make you a 
credit risk.

So what does this mean when 
you want a car? 

Do you borrow Uncle Louie's? 
Take a bus?

Sometimes.
But when you really need to 

rent a car we'd like to have 
you ask us.

Because not everyone 
under 24 is a bad risk.

(We don't subscribe to 
the bad apple theory.)

And we hope if you 
rent your first car from 
us, you'll keep renting 
your cars from us.

The point of all 
this is to tell 

you we've got 
a company 

policy that 
makes 
renting 
a car easy 
if you've got a 
Master Charge 
card or other 

major credit card. 
(If you don't have a 
Master Charge 
card, write to: 
Southeast Bank, 

Master 
Charge, P. O. 
Box 012477, 

Miami, Florida 
33101.)

You won't have to spend 
half your day filling out 
forms. Or leave your life 
savings as collateral.

And you can use our 
toll-free number to 
reserve a car almost any 
where in the world.

You can rent a car in 
Fort Lauderdale while 
you're still in Philadelphia.

Or reserve a car in 
London from Laredo. 

So now when you 
need a car, consider 
this:

Uncle Louie has 
the world's smallest 
fleet of GM cars. 

We've got the 
world's largest.

*
Renters must be 
at least 18 years 
old and have a 

valid driver's 
license. Some 

locations may re 
quire renters lo be at 
least 25 years of age. 

We feature GM cars 
like the Oldsmobile Cutlass 
and offer S&H Green 
Stamp certificates on 
rentals in all 50 U.S. 
states. To reserve a 
car anywhere in theA 
world see your 
travel agent or 
call toll-free:

? 1978, National Car Rental System, Inc. In Canada it's Tilden. 
In Europe, Africa and the Middle East it's Eumpcar.
"In Minnesota call 800-862-6064, in Canada call collect 612-830-2345. THE BKGREEN TEAM
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THE BEST-SELLING
REEL-TO-REEL DECKS SINCE THE

BEGINNING OF RECORDED HISTORY.
From the beginning, the name 

AKAI has been synonymous with 
some of the most significant dis 
coveries in the audio recording field.

First, AKAI led the industry with 
the electronics and technology 
required to produce the very finest 
motors, the heart of a tape recorder. 
Another advancement was the 
exclusive AKAI glass and crystal 
ferrite (GX) head  it remains 
totally unsurpassed for optimum 
sound and wearability guaranteed 
for 150,000 hours, the equivalent 
of playing 24 hours a day for 
1.7X2 years.

Today, AKAI continues to 
make one of the broadest lines of 
two and four channel reel-to-reel 
decks. And our 20+ years in the 
business go into
every deck to keep. ' . r **H 
them best- A.

sellers. From the high performance 
GX-650D loaded with features, to 
the mid-priced GX-270Dwith 
reverse record and playback, to the 
hottest-selling 4000DS Mk II. For 
multi-track recording, the Quadra- 
Sync® GX-630DSS is also 
available.

See your AKAI dealer today, 
because no matter which of the 
11 AKAI decks you choose, you'll 
be getting the best there is into 
your system. As well as the best 
value for your money; something 
mummy always said to look for.

AKAI
You never heard it so good.

ART COLLECTORS:
For an 18" x 24" reproduction of this Charles Bragg etching suitable for framing, 

send $2 to AKAI, Dept, ML, RO. Box 6010, Compton, CA 90224, ATTN: Tut.

BERNIEX
I'oniimiccl__________________ __

tween themselves about what to do 
with us, and I'm not too thrilled with 
their ideas. One spaghetti-head wanes 
to put me between two pieces of ce 
ment shaped like Italian bread so \ be 
come a hero sandwich. Another guy 
wants to force-feed Italian pastries 
into Maria until she suffocates to 
death. Or the Chinese water torture, 
where water drops on your head for 
hours and hours. Then some wise guy 
comes up with the idea of a Chinese 
waiter torture, where they'll drop a 
Chink on my head over and over. The 
bosses get crazier and crazier. They 
want to turn me into an artichoke 
and peel me. They want to do terrible 
things to Maria's cunt. Even Salva- 
tore, her finance, goes nuts when he 
hears them talk.

Finally, a little guy who is sitting in 
a corner raises his hand to speak. For 
the first time I notice him and realize 
he is not wearing a stupid costume, 
just a regular suit and tie. He doesn't 
even look Italian, and when he opens 
his mouth I realize he's one of my 
own. He's an old man, about seventy, 
seventy-five, and he's got these old, 
tired eyes that look like they've seen 
everything. He turned out to be Solo 
mon "Salty Dog" Slutsky, a boss of 
bosses in the Miami area. They call 
him "Salty Dog" because he likes to 
torture his enemies by cutting them 
up and burying them with their open 
wounds in a grave of kosher salt. 
Solomon looks like a very wise man, 
and all the other dagos listen when he 
talks. He says that everyone is getting 
too bloodthirsty. That the only way 
to settle this thing is to compromise. 
Let's cut Maria in half and give one 
part to Bernie and the other part to 
Salvatore, her fiance, he says. For a 
second the Mafiosi thought Sol was 
insulting them and got very mad. 
Then they saw the smile on his face 
and realized that he was giving them 
the old Jewish put-on. Sol was imitat 
ing the King Solomon bit with the 
baby, and the dagos finally caught on. 
After they all had a good laugh,Sol got 
down to business. His idea was 
simple. The best way to settle this af 
fair was to have me and Salvatore en 
gage in a fight to the finish to avenge 
everybody's honor. Whoever sur 
vived the fight would be entitled to 
have Maria, as tainted as she was. He 
recommended a legitimate fight in a 
boxing ring. The bosses thought 
about it for a minute and agreed. D 

Part /]/ will appear next month.
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How often do you fire up your car for a trip to the 
post office? Or go off camping and end up explor 
ing in your eight-miles-per-gallon camper?

Often enough, we suspect, to be a prime 
customer for the Yamaha Chappy. An extra set 
of wheels that's fleet, fun and frugal.

The Chappy can handle most anything from 
city streets to country trails. And you can handle 
the Chappy thanks to the wide, stable tires; 
rigid> low-center-of-gravity frame; and automatic

transmission with dual-range final drive.
The Chappy sports a peppy two-stroke 

engine that's both tough and reliable. And our 
patented Autolube system automatically pre- 
mixes gas and oil so you don't have to.

You'll find the suspension is responsive.The 
instrumentation is informative. And the long, 
wide seat is very, very comfortable.

The mileage? Phenomenal. Up to 118 mpg.
The price? Very spare.

THE CHAPPY FROM YAMAHA
In certain states. Chappy is not street legal.Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



©1976 R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

kind.
He challenges the last 

uncharted world.
A frontier where discov 

ery is the greatest reward 
of all.

He smokes for pleasure.
He gets it from the 

blend of Turkish and 
Domestic tobaccos in 
Camel Filters.

Do you?

Turkish and 
Domestic Blend

19 mg. "tar", 1.2 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report DEC. '76.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health,
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NEW/ OMTHE MARCH
fth

ARAB SHIP
OF STATE

WRECKED
ISRAEL AND LEBANON COLLIDE ON MEDITERRANEAN SEIZE

The wreck of the Arabian Lebanon on 
the eastern shore of the Mediterranean 
appears to he one of the worst in recent 
years. The creaky nation, carrying a cargo 
of 2.8 million persons, apparently col 
lided with the Israel, an independent state 
of Jewish registry that ripped apart the 
Lemon's aft quarters without warning. 
Tens of thousands of persons spilled from 
the point of impact, creating a massive 
refugee slick extending from Tyre to Bei 
rut that threatens to -seriously damage the 
already delicate econostructuro in the 
area.

In the meanrime, A rah go

have leveled charges of negligence against 
the captain of the Israel and the tugboat 
company United Nations tor failing to 
negotiate a speedy salvage contract, 
which they say permitted the situation to 
deteriorate to its present state. Reports of 
helpless refugees clinging to the Lebanon's 
villages and sand dunes as it slowly broke 
apart have generated a wave of concern. It 
has heen suggested that measures be 
taken to permanently scuttle the wreck 
age before further hardships accrue; sev 
eral groups, including the French, 
propose bombing the Lc.'lwmni as a prac 
tice military exercise until it sinks.

PROMINENT
NATO

MEMBER
KIDNAPPED

the 
ol F 
n

Leave $H,QW. 00 °X)Oound6f 

park bench a< th' 
>ai»ce and. Spa/n or

ever see V our 3^* again.

v [hat t'lL1 a)imtr\ is heing held
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HEAR TODAY
HEAR
TOMORROW

Make it through the next concert, 
recording session or rehearsal, and 
hear to tell about it. Use Sonic II 
Noise Filters.

Sonics let you hear everything just 
as you would normally. What you 
don't hear are the things that cause 
ear damage, like extremely loud 
sounds and hish frequencies. You'll 
end up enjoying everything, with no 
ear ringing, noise hangover or after- 
concert headaches.

The secret behind Sonics is 
inside. An exclusive patented design 
incorporates a complex series of 
baffles, moving diaphragms and 
chambers. And it's all encased in 
surgical grade silicone for maximum 
comfort and durability.

Sonic II Noise Filters. Join the 
professional musicians, technicians 
and sound lovers who're using them. 
Look for Sonics at music stores 
everywhere. For only $5.95 you 
can make sure it's not hear today, 
gone tomorrow, 
i * '

yes, I'm definitely interested in Crying Sonics. 
Please send me ___ pair(s), at J5 95/pait 
(plus 5Q4 postage and handling) Enclosed 
is my cneck or money order for S____ 
California residents add 6% sales tax

Name___________________

-State-City.

SONIC II NOBE
FHJERS

NORTON

Norton Company   Safety Products Div 
16624 Edwards Road   Dept NL6 
Cerntos, California 9070!

IT CAME FROM THE LEFT,
* *--

TOTAL 
R.ESTKUCTURIU6 

OF CONTEMPORARY
PE-MOCRATIC,

ELECTIONS

Giant Political Fiction Monster 
Destroys Japanese Airport

A strange, unidentified "smiii'iliinj;" that *l>iit burning bottles lull <>/ gasoline and has 
thousand.* of art)is and d-^s has di'smiyt'd tin' nt'u Tit few /mcmtitiomd Air(;on. Japanese 
anth()riii<.'.'i .«iv i'w modern /Jdd'tiV.t knoii's »/ noi/imj< that H'oiiU oivount /or this j>l\cn<i<i\c- 
juiTi, (ii«( tfu'v /«(' tlidf flic cntirt1 n»i(ntry will he nt\'tt;j,c<.i i/ it animir hi' xo/>/;a/.

WORST OIL NON-DISASTER IN HISTORY

CAPTAIN 1V 
PEC I PEP TO &TA V 

P WITH THE

2,920,000,000 Barrels of Crude Oil 
Not Spilled En Route to U.S.
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New Federal Circus 
Safety Regulations

The Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration, OSHA, has recently 
completed dralting a series of lough new 
regulations tor the American eircu> in 
dustry, followinjj the death ol a circus 
worker Carl Wallenda \vhile on the job in 
Puerto Rico. "All employee-- should be 
guaranteed a safe and fit place to work!' 
declared OSHA Deputy Director John 
Millikan at a press conference, "and bi» 
top laborers are no exception."

The new standard-, aim specifically at a 
number of hazardous aspects of a trade in 
which management has historically been 
-low co modernize equipment and proce 
dures. In the case of tightropes, tor ex 
ample, each wire will now have to be 
tittec! with ii stationary side-runner or 
"catwalk." in addition to adequately 
spaced rest platforms, handruilings, and 
inflatable balance poles that cushion a fall 
bv automatically lilling with air on 
impact.

Also covered are flaming hoops and 
related incendiary props, which after 
August 1 must be equipped with self- 
contained sprinkler systems and Teflon 
shielding to prevent workers Irom being 
exposed to excessive heat and smoke. 
Millikan -aid circuses can expect ring 
areas where employees come in contact 
with dangerous animals to he "closely 
scrutinized" by OSHA inspectors, as well 
as all machinery utilized in the finny of 
human cannonballs. By l°7^,the latter 
will be required to have functional noise 
abatement baffling, and to come equipped 
with protective operator clothing capable 
of absorbing shocks at up to 14 times the 
speed of sound.

Circus ollicials plan to appeal the new 
regulations, citing the prohibitive cose ol 
implementing them.

Carter May Invoke 
Taft-Hartley Act for 
Second Time This 
Year

President Carter is reportedly consid 
ering the invocation of the Tatt-Hartley 
Act to lorce the return of absentee con 
gressmen of both parties to their seats.

Experts, however, are predicting that 
the president's legislation will run into 
trouble in the House of Representatives, 
where it will lack the support of powerful 
absentee congressmen. And even il the 
bill should somehow pass, it is bv no 
means certain that congressmen will 
obey the back-to-work order.

Argentinean Rail 
Catastrophe

An express tram derailed in Northern
Argentina, killing all 611 passengers.The
wreck is the worst train disaster in Ar
gentina in two da\

FIRST AMERICAN PRESIDENT TO DO SO

Carter Gives Speech in Spanish
During his recent visit to Caracas, Ven 

ezuela, President Carter delivered a 
speech in Spanish, Carter's second lan 
guage apparently to prevent a repetition 
of the recent Warsaw translator fiasco 
that caused so much embarrassment. Al 
though Venezuelans said they were 
pleased by the presidential gesture, many 
expressed confusion as to the actual na 
ture of the message, translated as follows: 
"Good afternoon, my friends. Today, I 
go...l had «one...ummm...went to the 
market. 1 saw Jorgc and Luisa at the mar

ket. 'How am .. .are vou, today'' Luisa 
asked. 'Where is,.,am...ummm...are 
you going?' Jorge asked. 'I am very well, I 
am going to the city,1 I said. 'How will you 
went...to have went...go there?' Jorge 
asked. '1 will ride the bus I said. 'Oh, no. 
Mr. Carter. The bus was... it had been.. .i- 
broken, and there was . . . ahhh . . . is no 
nuinev today to fix it,' Luisa said. And 
there will not been...be any money to 
morrow, either, unless you am...are good 
behaved,' 1 -aid. I am happy if you like 
my conversation. Thank you very much."

PARADE CELEBRATES END OF WHITE 
RULEINRHODESIA

Prime Minister ian Smith and three 
black nationalists Reverend Ndabaningi 
Sithole, Bishop Abel Tendekayi Muzo- 
rewa, and Senator Jeremiah Chinui  have 
joined together to form a four-member 
executive council which will rule Rho- 
desi.i during the nine-month period of 
transition lo black majority rule. The oc 
casion was celebrated by a lestive parade 
through the streets of Salisbury with 
floats decorated to symbolize various as 
pects of the new government of Rho- 
desia. or Zimbabwe, a- it will be called

over a variety of people's dead bodies.
The parade floats, shown above, are en 

titled, Irom left to right, Racial Harmony, 
Paicf Bmrt'L'n the Races, Racial Equality, 
Cooperation Bctu-ecn the Races. Equality of 
Rttce, Racial L'mit-'rsttindinj;, Freedom for 
\\emhers nj All Races, Racial Brotherhood, 
Freedom from Racial Discrimination, An 
End to Racial Prejudice* Friendship Beiii-trn 
the Races, Racial Peace, Triumph over Racial 
Bigotry, Racism's Dem ist, Belter Race Rela 
tions, The Fraternity of All Races, Racial In 
tegration, and Tlie I 'nit? of Black and VY'/iit^
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Russians Occupy Buffer Zone
Russian troop^ have occupied a 

500,COO-su,uare-mi!e area of Eastern Enr- 
opo in an attempt to stop repeated at 
tacks from that area. The Kremlin claims 
rliar the military action was necessary in 
order co put ;\ halt to continuing assault 
into Russian territory by rightist combat 
units. The occupation was brought on by 
a particularly vicious terrorist attack on 
June 22, 1941, when armed units of the

right-wing organisation known as Ger 
many attacked a number ol Russian 
towns and villages, leaving 6,115.000 
dead. An earlier attack in July, 1914. 
killed nearly two million.

The Soviet Union says that it has no 
territorial claims in eastern Europe. 
Russian troops will be withdrawn, 
the Kremlin says, as soon as it is assured 
that no further art ticks will take place.

 c

Let euflone know you're bicycling lor the ful 
with gjlriirt Backpack or Self-Stick Reflecting
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High Points of 
President Carter's 
Urban Aid Funding

President Carter's proposed spending 
ol H-4 billion in new urban aid kinds in 
an effort to reverse the deterioration of 
inner city areas ha> been well received in 
most slums anil ghettos. Residents 
feel that $4-4 billion could go a long way 
toward relieving the sense ol despair and 
Irustration common in their commu 
nities, especially it they get it in cash and 
before Friday night. 
Here an- tlie liij^/i JKJJJK.S <>/ ihi- l>Uu\:

 SI.7 billion in tax credits to firms 
that hire the jobless,, ;ss opposed to firms 
that hire people who already have two or 
three good jobs.

  S2.4 million for new air shafts full of 
"arhnju: for low income high-rise housing 
projects.

  SI.8 million tor rat relocation.
  $3.6 million to replace inner-city 

homicides, rapes, assaults, and muggings 
with nonviolent white-collar crimes.

  S5 million in grants to 204 privately 
operated urban poverty agencies for con 
solidating black and Hispanic poverty 
programs by teaching Negroes Spanish.

  A $2.2 million long-range federal 
program to integrate families through 
miscegenation.

  $8.6 million for hiring of 840,000 
poverty-level New York City residents to 
staff ihe offices of L'.N. Ambassador 
Andy Young.

  A $.5 million welfare-maintenance 
program using a synthetic chemical wel 
fare-substitute to aid welfare-takers in 
eventually becoming tree of their welfare 
dependence.

  $1.4 million for creation of "scatter- 
site" areas of urban decay in suburbs and 
small towns.

  S.5 million for a government study 
group to outline new safety standards for 
poker dice and three card monte.

  A $1 million program of price sup 
ports and import quotas for the fortified 
wine industry.

DAMAGE MAY RUN 
TO BILLIONS
Dollar Crashes in 
Frankfurt
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The
ational Lampoon 
ares to Compare!

WHERE CARTER 
IS GOING WRONG

We submitted the
National Lampoon to an
independent testing
institute to see
how well we stack up
against our
leading competitor.

Here are the results:

Big Boffs..........................
Madcap Anlics...............
Articles on Balance of

Trade Payments..........
Mirth ...............................
Merriment.......................
Tons of Fun.....................
Reports on Emerging

African Nations..........
Snappy Patter.................
Exactly 12 Issues a Year.

.YES 

.YES

.NO 

.YES 

.YES 

.YES

.NO

.YES

.YES

.NO 

.NO

.YES 

.NO 

.NO 

.NO

.YES

.NO

.NO
7YES 2 YES

SPECIAL OFFER
You subscribe to the National Lampoon and we do the 
rest. What's so special about that, you ask. This is 
"what's so special aboul that," as you so snidely put it; 
what if we didn't do the rest? What if we just said the 
hell with it; you want your magazine, you come in 
and get it  we're too busy. But we don't say that. We 
say we'll do the rest, and we mean it. Other magazines 
don't say they'll do the rest, so maybe they don't do 
the rest. This is precisely why we don't subscribe to 
other magazines. And you shouldn't, either! Even 
more importantly, notice the incredible savings on 
two- and three-year subscriptions to the National 
Lampoon. If you take a two-year subscription, that 
second year costs you only $2.05. Now, that's some 
thing no other magazine offers. And there's a big sav 
ing on three-year subscriptions, too. No wonder only

Dear Publisher: Here's my check or money order! 
payable to: National Lampoon NL-6-78

635 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10022

year subscription—$14.00 (a saving of 
$31.00 over single copy purchases)
year subscription—$10.00 (a saving of 
$20.00 over single copy purchases)
year subscription—$7.95 (a saving of 
$7.05 over single copy purchases)

For each year, add $1.00 for Canada and
Mexico, $2.00 for other foreign countries. All

checks must be payable within continental U.S.
or Canada.

Name_______________________

1

(please print)

Address. 

! City__ .State. .Zip Code.Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Detroit, Michigan Ex-president Gerald l :ord hut hoed a pc^onul bodyguard, Raymtmtl 
"Large Father" Latrobe, in preparation joi' the I'WO presidential campaign, irhich he intends 
to enter. According to Ford, "Large l:titl\er" is tt black bell in seven types of Oriental martial 
arts and ix completely bulletproof iciihoui wearing any vests. Shmin with them is Latrobes 
prtntd and happy father. Rcnjamin.

Mncon, Georgia The Vfevv Keinvnd Marvin Hoopes demon smites his faith-healing powers 
on a woman who was born irithoiif lips. Rt'rerend Hoopes has kept a constant vigil with the 
woman, u'do must retimi'n tmidemi/i(.'d. He li«s kept liis "!u'«/iiig fictnd" »iu l\er iijitess mmitli 
for seventeen days and will not take his hand of} until "the beginnings of a set of lips" emerge'.
Members of the woman's immediate lumily also keep i-igil with the reverend.

Jersey City, New Jersey Kathy Ann 
SL'/IOO/J demonstrdte.v tlie new gas-powered 
skirt, a handy little invention that will enable 
u-vmen to fly two to three jeet off the ground 
for periods of up to forty seconds, depending 
on the gets suf>f>K in the ucrosol dispenser. 
"It's a great idea for jumping over big puddles 
or snowdrifts on nasty days'' said Ms. 
School'. "Ant! ii comes in all kinds of new 
si vies."

Durban, South Africa Rhmda, the coir 
.sianding on (he monument, i.s a real cow 
picked as the model for a statue of Fritzi, the 
famed South A/ric«?i cou- u'ho provided the 
city with 500,000 liters of milk in one year be 
fore dying recently. But Khondu ii'ill not 
budge from her posing position even though 
du ttiitlwirities have Lots, another cow, ready 
to relieve her. Rhorida has been on the mon 
ument for 52J straight days.
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The book 
behind the movie 
behind the 
magazine...
First you read Dr. Zhivago. ..then you saw the movie.
First you saw the movie... then you read the Ten Commandments.
Frankly we don't care which you see or read first... as long as you see:

National Lampoon's Animal House
and read:

National Lampoon's Animal House Book
Written by Chris Miller, from the original screenplay by Harold Ramis, 
Douglas Kenney, and Chris Miller

The most unusual movie book ever published
With...
... a complete novelizaiion oi the film
... full-color illustrations by Rick Meyerowitz/Roddgues

Shary Flenniken/Gahan Wilson/Warren Saltier/Charles White
Wayne McLoughlin/Boris Vallejo/Mara McAfee/Randall Enos
and others

... comic strip sequences that pick up and tell part of the story in picture form 

... color photos of the cast, including John Belushi, Tim Matheson,
Donald Sutherland, and even writer-actors Kenney and Miller 

... color and black and white action shots from the movie and from location
shooting at the University of Oregon

A book to read... to save... to reread... to hold book marks....

AT STORES AND NEWSSTANDS IN LATE JVLY...OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TODAY FOR ADVANCE COPY.

National Lampoon 635 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10022

Yes, please send me . . __copy(s)otNationa) Lampoon's Animal HouseBook.

I enclose $2.95 tor each copy Please add 600 for postage and handling in the US., $1.00 for 
shipments to Canada, and $2.00 lor shipments anywhere else in the world.

For the special deluxe edition, please send $4.95 for each copy plus $1.00 for postage and 
handling in the U.S. and Canada, or $2.00 for the rest of the world,

Sales tax: For delivery in N.YC., add 8 percent. For delivery elsewhere in New York State, add 
6 percent.

Name

Address

City

(please prinl)
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Ultimately It's Maroiitz.
Go for ft.

Now, professional 
3-head monitoring 
in a cassette deck.

Up to now you had to 
choose between a cassette 
deck for convenience. Or, 
reel-to-reel for profes 
sional recording features. 
Now have it both ways in 
the Marantz 5030 cassette 
deck.

Here's how:
The Marantz 5030 has 

separate record and play 
back heads... the same as 
reel-to-reel. This gives you 
an instant check of the 
quality of your recording 
as you record. And, like some of the most expen 
sive reel-to-reel decks, the record and playback 
heads on the Model 5030 are super-hard perm 
alloy a long-lasting metal alloy that gives 
better frequency response and signal to noise 
ratio than Ferrite material.

For precise azimuth alignment, both the 
playback/monitoring and record heads are 
set side-by-side within a single metal en 
closure. They can't go out of tracking 
alignment.

Complementing this outstanding "head- 
technology" is Full-Process Dolby" Noise Reduc 
tion Circuitry. It not only functions during 
record and playback... but during monitoring 
as well.

What drives the tape past the heads is every 
bit as important as the heads themselves. For 
this reason the Model 5030 has a DC-Servo

Motor System. The steadi 
est, most accurate tape- 
transport method. Speed 
accuracy is superb, with 
Wow and Flutter below 
0.05% (WRMS).

To adapt the Model 5030 
to any of the three most 
popular tape formulations, 
press one of the three but 
tons marked "Tape EQ and 
BIAS'.' There are settings 
for standard Ferric-Oxide, 
Chromium Dioxide (CrO2) 
or Ferri-Chrome (FeCr) 
tape.

With Mic/Line Mixing, 
two sources can be re 
corded at the same time, 

combining line and microphone inputs. The 
Master Gain Control lets you increase or de 
crease the overall volume of the total mix.

What else could we pack into a front load 
cassette deck?

More features. Like a 3-digit tape counter 
with memory function. Viscous Damped Verti 
cal-load Cassette Door. Switchable PeakLimiter. 
Fast-response LED Peak Indicators. 3" Extended- 
range Professional VU Meters. Locking Pause 
Control for momentary shut-off in record or 
play... and Total Shut-off in all modes when 
the tape ends.

And, of course, the unbeatable Marantz 5030 
is front loading. Easy to stack or fit on a shelf. 
The styling is clean and bold. The sound is the 
truest recreation of what was put on tape. If you 
want the best then do what you really want to 
do go for it. Go for Marantz.

-TM Dolby Labs, Inc. © 1978 Marantz Co., Inc., a subsidiary of Superscope, Inc., 20525 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. 
Prices and models subject to change without notice. Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Marantz dealer.
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LETTERS
continued from page 10

Sirs:
Your advice about using condi 

ments at the dinner table proved very 
useful for the most part, but David 
doesn't really like the way the pre- 
lubricated ones taste.

Julie Elsenhower 
New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
In the matter of the continuing de 

bate over women vs. a good cigar: it's 
true that it's hard to keep pussy lit; 
but have you ever eaten a White 
Owl?

Edgar Kelp 
Ogden, Utah

Sirs:
We don't have an agent because five 

bottomless girl harmonica players 
don't need one. We do stag parties, 
bar rnitzvahs, weddings, the whole 
shot. If interested, write:

Harmonicunts
Box 120651

Minneapolis, Minn.

Sirs:
According to the latest Gallup 

Reptile Survey, one reptile in four  
25 percent would like to compete in 
the 1980 Winter Olympics, while 28 
percent would be happy to just sit in 
the snow and watch each other slowly 
stiffen and turn blue.

If you are a reptile and would like 
to have your opinion expressed in the 
Gallup Reptile Survey, just send a 
self-addressed stamped envelope and 
three fresh dead flies or the equiva 
lent in U.S. currency Co:

Gallup Reprile Survey 
c/o The Associated Press

Sirs:
Do any of you girls reading this 

right now have one of those rubber 
chickens at your house? Because I 
have some rubber vegetables and a 
bottle of vintage rubber champagne, 
and I thought maybe you could come 
over to my house and have a nice 
little dinner. Really nice, with rubber 
candles. And after that maybe we can 
retire to my rubber room for a little 
fun.

Any takers, just send your name to:

Jeff Freddy 
Dothan, Ala.

Sirs:
Thought I'd pass along a word of 

advice to you and your readers: never 
light a fart in a pair of polyester pants.

Bud Torro
St. Vincent's Hospital Burn Ward 

Matoon, 111.

Sirs:
I have discovered that almost 

everybody in America over the age of 
twenty-five knows exactly who shot 
Larry Flynt. Yet no one has stepped 
forward to identify Flynt's attacker, 
despite the substantial reward being 
offered. I'm not going to bother 
pointing out how contrary this be 
havior is to everything we believe in. 
I'm just going to reveal the man's

to, anymore than the rest of you, but 
not to do so would imperil the Amer 
ican way of life.

Nathan "Nat" Hen toff 
New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
No, as a matter of fact 1 have no 

plans to follow in my father's 
footsteps.

Carla Wallenda 
Sarasota, Flu.

EDITORIAL
iwirmui'd (mm page S

as by a deliberately aimed tomahawk.
This must have made the already 

difficult conditions under which our 
predecessors lived almost intolerable. 
Riding thirty miles each way to trade 
for a half cup of flour for dinner must 
have been sufficiently off-putting to 
deter rhe hardiest spirit; but coupled 
with the likelihood of getting a rock 
in the face from angry Indians, it 
could make not eating that week seem 
both reasonable and attractive by 
comparison.

It is not difficult to see how such an 
environment encouraged the growth 
of an individualistic ethic of self-re 
liance, especially if you consider that 
within this situation lay rhe seeds, for 
some and not others, of vast fortunes 
in land and gold and furs.

It is ironic that it is in the final 
analysis the red man, so often ignored 
or misunderstood in our attempts to 
make sense of our past, to whom we 
owe the greatest debt of all. For it was 
he, more than the forty-niner or the 
plainsman or the cowboy, who was re 
sponsible for shaping the character 
that was to be the great inheritance of

the Wild West  the freedom-loving 
individual who is the quintessential 
American to this day, a character that 
has made us a people for whom the 
future itself will always be a new fron 
tier to tame and conquer or raise beef 
in.

This is the legacy of the West; that 
we will always see the breaking of 
new ground, be it oil refinery in Saudi 
Arabia or Pepsi bottling plant in Tai 
wan, as the first lump of a sod hut on 
the banks of a sluggish river west of 
the wide Missouri; a people that sees 
in the businessman globe-hopping in 
search of customers the grizzled pros 
pector riding his jet-burro into the 
hills; that will see the astronaut 
launched into space riding his rocket 
into the space hills, his saddle-worn 
body-waste recycling system beside 
him, his trusty communicator within 
reach, and always, because old habits 
die hard, a weather eye on the hori 
zon, scanning every moment for the 
first telltale sign of space Indians.

This is the meaning of the Wild 
West. I think.

Errata: The National Lam/>omi owes 
some abject apologies to Austin,

lexas, cartoonist Jaxon for a series of 
fuck-ups perpetrated upon him by us. 
Mr. Jaxon is the handsome, decent, 
intelligent and very talented person 
who wrote and drew the "Cosmic 
Cowboy Identification Chart" in the 
December iN'tumnti/ Lampoon's "Texas 
Supplement." And an excellent piece 
of work it was. However, the Kudomil 
Lampoon (actually it was PJ.) rhen 
proceeded to attach a byline to the 
aforementioned oemve which credited 
it to a "Michael" Jaxon. "Michael," as 
it turns out, is not Jaxon's Christian 
name. In fact, Jaxon doesn't call him 
self anything but Jaxon. Period. Next, 
the National Larn/won (well actually, it 
was PJ. again) lost Jaxon's original art 
work, which was eventually found, 
but only after about six months of 
Jaxon's pleading, cursing, yelling, and 
threatening to hold his breath until 
he passed out. And finally, after all 
that, it took the National Larn/Mwn 
(meaning RJ.) until June, l°-7iS, to 
apologize. So, Jaxon, we apologize. 
We are sorry. We really eat shit 
(especially PJ.).

Cover: This month's cover was 
painted by an artist.
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"These days, 
whydol smoke?"
"With all the talk about 

smoking and high tar, it 
didn't take much imagina 
tion for me to conclude 
that the cigarette of the 
future would taste good 
and probably be low in 
tar as well.

"So I figured why 
wait till then?

"After all, I like to 
smoke. For taste. For 
enjoyment.

"So I started looking 
for a low-tar cigarette 
that could give me j 
everything 1 wanted 
from smoking.

"Well, that wasn't 
easy. Most low-tar cig 
arettes had no taste and 
drawing on them made 
my cheeks meet.

"Then I discovered 
Vantage.

"It was my kind of 
cigarette. It gave me taste. 
Pleasure. And the low tar I 
was looking for.

"Vantage is the cig 
arette a lot of smokers

are going to be turn 
ing to in years to 
come.

"For me it was a 
lot more pleasurable 

to turn to them today."

JohnO'Neill 
Stone Mountain, Georgia

Regular, Menthol, 
and Vantage 100s.

\kntage. A lot of taste without a lot of tar.
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

FILTER: 11 mg. "tar", 0.7 mg.nicotine,

MENTHOL: 11 mg. "iar", 0.8 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette, ETC Report AUG. 77;
FILTER 100's : 11 mg. "tar", 0.9 mg. nicoiine av. per cigarette by FTC method.
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SOME OF THE 
NEW COMPACT, AUTOMATIC CAMERAS

SEEM VERY EASY TO USE. 
UNTILYOU START USING THEM.

There's more to an easy-to-use camera than 
automatic exposure. Yet that's what most of 
ihe new 35mm reflex cameras are: auto 
matic, but hard to use.

Here's why the Minolta XG-7 makes fine 
photography both automatic and easy.

It's easy to take perfectly exposed pic 
tures. Just point, focus and shoot. The elec 
tronic shutter in the XG-7 sets itself auto 
matically up to 1 ' 1000th of a second.

But it's hard to take an over-exposed pic 
ture. On automatic operation, the shutter 
locks to prevent over-exposures. It also 
locks when your batteries are too weak.

Easy focusing. The XG-7's viewfinder is 
big and bright, even in the corners Your 
subject snaps into critical sharpness.

It's easy to be creative. You can make the 
automatic exposure setting brighter or 
darker for creative effects.

An easy-to-undersland electronic view- 
finder. Light emitting diodes tell how the 
XG-7 is setting itself and warn against under- 
or over-exposure.

An easy-to-see electronic self-timer.
The self-timer lets you get into your 
own pictures It's a large flashing light 
mounted on the front of the camera. The 
flashing speeds up to let you know when the 
picture is about to be taken.

An easier-to-use 
auto winder. It auto 
matically advances 
film, as fast as two 
pictures a second. 
You attach the op 
tional Auto Winder G 
without having to re 
move (or lose) any 
caps from the XG-7. 

The easier-to-be- 
creative flash. The 
optional Minolta Auto 
Electroflash 200X 
synchronizes contin 

uously with the winder. This exclusive fea 
ture allows you to take a sequence of up to 
36 flash pictures.

The important "little" extras. The XG-7 
has a window that shows when film is ad 
vancing properly. A memo holder holds the 
end of a film box as a reminder. There's even 
an optional remote control cord.

Fast, easy handling. The way a camera 
feels has a lot to do with how easy it is to use. 
Is it comfortable or awkward? Are the con 
trols placed where your fingers naturally fall, 
or are they cramped together? The Minolta 
XG-7 is human engineered for comfort and 
smooth handling. It's quiet, with a solid feel 
ing you find only in much more expensive 
equipment.

Easy-to-change lenses. Remove or at 
tach lenses with less than a quarter turn. 
And a system of almost 40 different lenses, 
from fisheye to super-telephoto, makes the 
XG-7 a key to virtually unlimited creativity.

Try the Minolta XG-7. See it for yourself at 
your nearest photo dealer, or write for litera 
ture to Minolta Corporation. 101 Williams 
Drive, Ramsey. N J. 07446. In Canada: Min 
olta Camera (Canada) Inc., Ontario.
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If being able to afford a Yamaha 
says youVe succeeded.*.

Congratulations.
© L97H Yiinuihii Imuriiiiliomil Corpora linn

People who know buy Yamaha. Some can easily afford 
it, others have to make it a priority. All of them have this 
in common: they enjoy listening to music on an accurate, 
full-fidelity sound system.

Now, with the introduction of the CR-420 Receiver, the 
incomparable quality of Yamaha is surprisingly affordable. 
Since distortion is the enemy of music fidelity, Yamaha 
reduces both Total Harmonic and Intermodulation Distortion 
to an insignificant amount 0.05%. Automatic 
tonal adjustment, for all volume levels, is yours 
with our unique Variable Loudness Contour 
Control. When making a recording, Yamaha's 
special switching system allows you 
to tape one music source while 
listening to another at the same time.

No other receiver in the world 
offers you this combination of 
performance and conveniences

at anywhere near the price.
Match the CR-420 with the YP-211 Semi- Automatic 

Turntable and NS-5 Acoustic Suspension Speakers and you 
have a complete, fully-compatible music system from the 
company that has been handcrafting concert quality musical 
instruments for nearly a century  from music production to 
music reproduction, setting the highest standards for both.

Hear the Natural Sound of Yamaha at your Audio 
^^^^^^ Specialty Dealer. He's got the knowledge, 
^^^^^^1 patience, and proper facilities to be genuinely 
^^H^^H helpful in meeting your listening needs. Check 
^^^^^H the Yellow Pages or write for his name. You'll 
^^^^^H hear the sound of success at an unheard-of price.

OYAMAHA
Audio Division. P.O. 6MX). iSucrui Park. CA f)(Ki22
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TH€ UNP£ADABL£ 
N€W B€STS€Ll£R 

BY TH€ AUTHOR OF
AMUIHtlO UALftblUt 
_____N TRACTION

€V€N 
BLU€GIRLS 

G€T TH€ 
COWS

DEDICATION

There is a word. It 
begins with a u p . 
You, dear reader, 
probably pronounce 
this letter "dubba- 
yevv." But the actual 
name of the letter is 
"double-you," where 
the "you" denotes 
the letter u. Look at

A NOVCL BY

€LLIS 
W€IN€R

western civilization 
(that's western as in 
Occidental, not as in 
Wild West) was rising 
and falling and ris 
ing in its usual way, 
we've been calling 
the w by the wrong 
name? What con 
fusion must have

the letter carefully (carefully, now!) and taken root in its \c soul! What dis-
you'll see how it's actually formed by two continuity with itself! What feelings of
other letters side by side as though the estrangement in its double-v heart!
two were making love in some wonderful Without even the option (exercised by
alphabetical conjugation. Phoebe Ann Moses) to voluntarily

"But wait! 11 you cry out to the author, change its monicker.
"You said it was a double-it, but we read- The author wishes to extend sinccrest
ers see a double-v. What sort of orthogra- sympathy to the letter IT whose true
phic hanky-panky are you pulling here?" name may be "double-v," but who, for the
Well. Speaking on behalf of the author of purposes of Even Bluegirls Get the Cows, at
Even Bluegirls Get the Cows, let it be stated least, shall continue to be called "dubba-
that letters, like people, often have iden- you.11 (Author of Even Bluegirls Get the
tity crises. What if, all this time, while Coirs: "What does an Italian recording
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EVENBLUEGIRLS
continued

engineer do when he multitracks 
your voice on your first solo album 
already shipped gold?" Readers: 
"What?" Author: "Dubba-you!"}

But what of the aforementioned 
word? Hint: it has two syllables. 
(Aha! the reader is thinking. The 
author is referring here to no less a 
word than his OUTI name. How 
charmingly self-conscious!) 
Charming, self-conscious, dot dot 
dot... the author readily 
acknowledges these traits in himself. 
But the word, the tr word, is not his 
surname. (Perhaps a surname is the 
name people use who call you "sir." 
Yes, but what about girls, blue or 
otherwise? Do they have a msname? 
A msnomer? I'm having fun writing 
this!) What is the dubba-yew word, 
then? The author is glad you asked. 
Here il is.

Whimsy.
Even Rluegirh del the Cows is 

hereby dedicated to whimsy. To 
rooty-toot giggle-face slap-knee 
what-the-hey whimsy. To saying 
anything you want. For example: in 
trying to parody the novel, he found 
himself continually drowning in the 
stream of self-consciousness. See? 
The author wrote that on a whim. 
And you just read it. Be Hove the 
author, there's more of that to come. 
Who's to stop him? Alfred Ka:in? 
The N't'ii 1 "York Times Book Review? 
Not at all! (They even liked Gravity's 
Rainbow, dot dot dot dot....)

But wait. What of Phoebe Ann 
Moses? And the Chief? And Dr. 
Weiner, he of the hands and head? 
What of the author's favorite 
theories of metaphysics and 
religion? Well, hold onto yer hats, 
podners, cui here they come! 

1
It isn't a lip. It isn't a thumb, li 

isn't a foot, or a hip, or a bum. 
(What is it'What is it?) It isn't a 
hand. It isn't a thigh. It isn't a tooth, 
or a gland, or an eye. (What is it? 
What is it?)

It's a finger.
Two fingers, actually. One per 

hand, each an EifFel Tower on the 
Gay Paree at the end of each wrist. 
Whose wrists? Those of.our darling, 
our heroine, our protagonist: 
Phoebe Ann Moses, born August 
13, I860, in Darke County, Ohio. 
Fifth child of Jacob and Susan 
Moses. Don Russell, in T/IL- Wild 
Wc.sr (Fort Worth: Amon Carter 
Museum of Western Art, 1970, p.

J2 NATIONAL LAMPOON Wild West Issue

21) tells us: "She was christened 
Phoebe Ann, but the Ann became 
Annie. Later she altered her last 
name to Mozee." Phoebe Annie 
Mozee! A triple trochee! (The 
author, though an art major, knows 
how to throw around poetry-related 
terms. A trochee is a word of two 
syllables, of which the first is 
stressed.) Yes, such as: Annie's 
trigger fingers.

Annie, dear. Honey. Dahling. 
Those ingers-fay of yours. Those 
magic wandlets of flesh and bone. 
Those Louisville Sluggers in the Ted 
Williams-grip of your hands. Those 
cocks in the John Dillinger-groin of 
your manual appendages.

She grew. And as she grew, her 
index fingers grew with her. Not to 
mention her keen eye, which would 
later play just as crucial a role in her 
rise to fame and glory. But the 
fingers, the ones that knew 
instinctively to squeeze, not pull. 
She was able ro handle a gun at age 
five not with real bullets, mind 
you, but oh how that girl could twirl 
a Colt! (But Annie, let us be blunt: 
gunplay is boystuff, no? Didn't you 
feel just a little bit...dot dot dot 
strange'? The author means, 
shouldn't you have been playing 
with dolls? At least, isn't that what 
they told you.')

Retribution often comes when we 
haven't yet even had our morning 
coffee. Annie's father died when she 
was six. (Let Dr.-Weiner figure out 
the ramifications of that event.) And 
still the girl kept growing, still the 
fingers grew more sure. When 
Annie was eight years old, she was 
sitting on a porch, a long rifle in her 
tiny lap. There came a squirrel, 
scampering down a tree, hesitating, 
frozen for a second, then hotfooting 
it across the yard. Phoebe Annie 
leaned the rifle against the porch 
rail, drew a bead on the hustling 
critter's head, and squeezed off a 
round.

Bull's-eye! Or, rather: squirrel's- 
head! This child, this eight-year-old 
triple trochee, dispatched the 
hapless squirrel to squirrel heaven 
(where the clouds are piled with 
nuts, the squirrels play squirrel 
harps, and there ain't no winter, 
podner). Not bad, for an eight-year- 
old kid.

But something nagged at Phoebe 
Annie. A feeling of...dot dot dot 
void. Wasn't this rifle and squirrel 
stuff boy's business? And when was 
Papa corning back?

Bluegirl Interlude

Phoebe Annie is twelve. She is 
lying in her bed on a summer's 
evening, the .smells of"hay and grass 
wafting through the room like a 
motorcycle gang of tooth fairies.

Phoebe Annie feels a stirring in 
her woman parts. She stirs a feeling 
in her down-there place. Then her 
fingers the middle ones, the longest 
ones Phoebe Annie, you let your 
middle fingers explore the terrain. 
Quietly, so as not to disturb your 
sleeping sister, you let your fingers 
do the walking, opening your girl- 
woman folds of heat and mushroom 
odors, and striding right in and 
making themselves comfortable.

Nothing. No sensation, it feels 
awkward and wrong. For a second 
you think: who am [? You sigh, dear, 
and wonder what to think about. 
Well, then, how's about the one 
thing you know best: guns. Rifles, 
long cold barrels of steel, elegant in 
their extension and hardness. Or 
six-guns, compact, thrilling in their 
rapid-fire endurance. So what 
happens? Ah, Phoebe Annie, what 
else: the middle fingers make way for 
the index ones, and off you go. 
Squeeze, don't pull, Mozee-ing along 
until dot dot dot... there.

Bull's-eye.
2

The rifle is so-called because along 
the inside of its barrel are grooves 
called "riding." These grooves de 
scribe a slight spiral from the breech 
to the muzzle, and when the bullet 
travels that distance, the grooves im 
part to it a rotational movement. 
Thus, as it emerges from the 
weapon, the bullet has acquired a 
stabilizing spin around its longer 
axis. Like a tiny lead football 
thrown by the Johnny Unitas gun 
powder, the slug flies straight and 
true, unlike its pistol-fired counter 
part. The author passes this tidbit 
along to you because that's the kind 
of novel this is. No anal retentive 
obsessions with old-fashioned nov- 
elistic verities (consistent character 
ization, believable dialogue, etc.). 
This is 1978. The author lives on the 
West Coast  the same coast that 
gave you Richard Brautigan and 
Rod McKuen. (West Coast there's 
that dubba-yew again.) So look for 
more ostentatious displays of fasci 
nating fax as you continue to read 
and enjoy Even B/uejjrrls Get the Cows.

Phoebe Annie is fifteen, and she's 
dropped the Phoebe. Call her 
Annie. (No wonder you're having

eon tinned on page 44
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PLATING

Everyone's agreed the real Wild West tended 
to be pretty awful. Most Indians, for example, 
had a rotten time of it. Many still do.

And there were few man-to-man shoot-outs, 
since murderers—then as now—are a cowardly 
lot and uninclined to play fair.

The cowboys were not much better off, being the 
underpaid, overworked servants of employers who 
sometimes used them cruelly,

But even before the real Wild West had faded, peo 
ple began making a game of it. Of course, there were 
numerous false starts....
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"Playing cowboy," like most games, was 
brought to classic form by the very rich.

It spread everywhere, and thousands of children played it for years

Some of those who had played cowboy remem 
bered it, and started to revive it in a more serious 
adult form.

With the passage of time, however, their interest shifted 
to other fields.
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The basic techniques were studied and perfected

The slow and halting delivery of actors in old movies was 
anal/zed and learned by heart.

The props and costumes were vastly im 
proved by an eager business community.

This time, mistakes were few and far between (although they did happen).
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Rich people from other lands flocked to play 
the game.

And now, technology has insured that a day of play 
ing cowboy is safe and thoroughly enjoyable for all.

A short nap is always recommended after the exciting activities...

,,. and then the tradition is to have a comfortable dinner with one s friends The End
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VYY7
\_A_/ho were the Indians of the Old West? They were a people of extraordinary 
complexity and almost childlike simplicity. They were a people of surprising sophis 
tication and boorish vulgarity. They were a people of astonishing intelligence and 
astounding stupidity. They were, in short, a people of dramatic contradictions. Can 
we, as civilized whites, ever hope to understand them? The answer, indisputably, is 
yes, although to do so we must first strip away the myriad misconceptions and mud- 
dleheaded myths which have come to characterize the "redskin" in America today. 
Truly there has never been a people in the history of the world more misunderstood 
or more maligned.

Who were the Indians of the Old West? The following pages attempt to answer 
that question with unprejudiced and unromantic honesty. To borrow a phrase from 
the Arapaho buffalo hunters of the early nineteenth century, "Let the chips fall 
where they may." This is the way it was.

Spirits and theWorld Beyond
It is commonly assumed that the Indians of the Old 

West believed fervently in mysterious spirits and mystical 
powers that controlled every aspect of their lives. In 
fact, the Indians were a hard-headed, pragmatic people 
who scoffed at superstition and rejected with contempt 
other peoples' notions of incorporeal spirits and gods. Fa 
ther Francisco Diego (1531-1607) reports an illustrative 
encounter with the Shoshoni in the diary of his 1602 mis 
sionary trek across the Southern Plains. Through an inter 
preter, Father Francisco was recounting the life of Christ 
to ;\ group of Shoshoni elders, who listened politely but 
with apparently irrepressible amusement. Father Francisco 
persevered in his story until he reached the Ascension, at 
which point the Indians began hooting with laughter, 
holding their sides, and rolling in the dust. Disconcerted 
and confused, Father Francisco attempted to cut through 
the hilarity by chiding the Indians with a detailed descrip 
tion of the hell to which they would surely be condemned 
if they persisted in laughing at the Lord and his works. As 
he took them on a Dantesque journey down through the 
levels of the inferno the Indians' laughter became con 
vulsive and uncontrollable. When the merriment calmed 
down, one of the elders took Father Francisco aside and 
said, "We're sorry to laugh at your religion, Father, but the 
ontological proof is the only proof that makes any sense."

Example of an Indian" totem" or sacred religious 
ceremonial cocktail napkin, circa late nineteenth

objecf.Cheyenne 
century.
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The Indian vs. the Buffalo

In the days before the coming of" the white man, the undisputed kings of the Great Plains were the buffalo and the 
Indian. Natural adversaries of roughly equal intelligence, man and beast fought a ceaseless struggle for survival and 
dominion. Pictured above, we see a cunning band of buffalo braves preparing to attack a camp of unsuspecting Nez Perce, 
while bclou; a pair of Cheyenne hunters use a combination of surprise and "coronary paint" (erroneously described in 
even scholarly works on Indians as war paint) to bringdown several of their grazing enemies.
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Indian Transportation A Skostwni prairie dog sledge. 
Note the cage of "spares" at 
the fear of the sledge.

The Indian brave of the Old West is so frequently de 
picted galloping across the plains on horseback that we 
have come to assume he was a crackerjack horseman. In 
fact, he was anything but. The western Indians were uni 
formly terrified of horses, which they saw as powerful and 
hostile beasts capable of biting, kicking, and trampling 
them to death. When the Indians traveled, they either did 
so on foot or they employed less fearsome, more manage 
able creatures as their means of transportation. The Sho 
shoni, for example, developed the prairie dog sledge (see 
belou 1 ) in the mid-eighteenth century, and similar sledges, 
sometimes pulled by either jackrabbits or gophers, soon 
became popular with the surrounding tribes of the central 
plains.

A unique example of Indian ingenuity in this area is 
provided by the Kiowa, a tribe of almost pygmy propor

tions whose members rarely grew to be more than four 
feet six inches and eighty to eighty-five pounds. The 
Kiowa favored flying as a means of transportation and ac 
tually developed a primitive form of air travel whereby 
Kiowa braves would hang by their hands from the feet of 
powerful eagles. The eagles themselves participated in this 
practice unwillingly, but the Kiowa were skillful hunters 
who would surprise the great birds in their nests and grab 
them firmly by the feet before they could take flight. Fre 
quently overburdened, many of the eagles developed inop 
erable hernias which rendered them immobile and made 
them prey to bears and mountain lions. Thus, 
many zoologists have argued that the extinction of the 
North American snowy eagle and several related species is 
directly attributable to Kiowa aviation, an assertion which 
is disputed by the few surviving members of the tribe.

Indian Currency
The most prevalent method of ex 

changing goods within individual In 
dian tribes was barter. In order to 
facilitate commerce between members 
of different tribes, however, certain 
common units of currency were de 
veloped. Among the Indians of the 
western plains the following were 
used most extensively: teeth, dirt, 
erotic underwear, female babies, and 
marshmallows, the value of the latter 
being greatly enhanced if they were 
perfectly toasted-

Relative value of several 
common units of currency

Wines and Spirits
The Indians had a fairly abundant supply of wine, 

which they enjoyed with their meals and as aperitifs. 
(They invented the cocktail, which they took during what 
they called their "happy hour.") They preferred white 
wines, and liked to mix them with soda or mineral spring 
water to make a spritzer, a drink which went very well with 
their light, low calorie diet. Red wine was taken in small 
amounts, usually at banquets, where huge bowls of extra- 
rich dirt were served along with the ubiquitous 
marshmallow.

Where the Indians got their wines was a mystery, since 
they did not engage in any winemaking until 1947. Indian 
scholars have come up with the theory that they obtained

their wines like anyone else, from a liquor store or the
earliest equivalent, the trading post. As early as the six 
teenth century, the Spanish and French missionaries estab 
lished these posts, which dealt primarily in wine, beer, 
Madeira, sherry, and brandy. Spanish rioja and the wines 
of Bordeaux and Burgundy were big-selling items. The In 
dians developed a fondness for certain white Burgundies, 
namely Chassagne-Montrachet and Meursauk, and would 
trade many female babies (another form of currency) for 
them. Contrary to popular belief, the Indians did not 
drink whiskey, or"firewatcr," as it was erroneously called. 
They were violently allergic to any alcoholic beverages 
made from grain.
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The Algonquin Round Table
The Algonquin Round Table was a form of Indian 

council meeting named after the eastern tribe which origi 
nally developed it. To be invited to participate in a Round 
Table was considered a great honor, for only the most 
quick-witted tribesmen were even considered. Once the

Round Table was convened, the participants would take 
turns exchanging clever, insulting remarks, and although 
the cleverest remarks were often repeated throughout the 
tribe for decades afterwards, the immediate purpose of the 
Round Table remains shrouded in mystery.

Pictured in the center are Little Kauf Man and A lev Wool- 
Coat, Comanche warriors renowned lor their biting tongues. 
Severalof their Round Table utterances arc proudly repeated even

EARLY INDIAN ARTIFACTS

today hy their descendants. Among them are "Eat crow" "So 
Sioux me," and "Rrai>es have a loathing for sijiiau-s who wear 
clothing''

Toothbrush Grapefruit knife Primitive blender
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Le/sureTime
It is ironic that lacrosse is the only Indian game with 

which most people are familiar, for among the tribes of the 
western plains lacrosse was considered so violent and ex 
hausting that it was rarely if ever played. In general, Indi 
ans preferred competitive pastimes that were low-key and 
relaxing, like board games, and there was nothing a Black- 
foot or Crow couple enjoyed more than a quiet evening at 
home, a bottle of fine wine, and a good go at Chinese 
checkers (see cover) or one of the other games that the 
Indians either invented or perfected. Among the latter 
were Parcheesi, Risk, and a primitive form of Monopoly 
called Dirt and Marshmallows.

The Indian's notion of the ideal vacation was to take 
several board games and go up to the lake for a long week 
end with the family. Indians loved long weekends, and if 
an official holiday happened to fall in the middle of the 
week, they would move it to either JCi'ona (Monday) or 
SKoshate (Friday) in order to enjoy three uninterrupted 
days of relaxation.

Aside from board games, many Indians on holiday liked 
to unwind by watching fish. No attempt was made to catch 
the fish, a feat which seemed impossible even to Indians 
clever enough to participate in Algonquin Round Tables. 
Rather, the Indian would place a small piece of sticky food 
(usually leftover marshmallow scraps) on the tip of his 
nose, then plunge his head underwater and watch the fish 
fee-ding at close range for as long as he could hold his 
breath. Because this practice resulted in many Indians be 
coming permanently cross-eyed, the Cheyenne invented 
the "nose pole" a short water-resistant stick which was 
held at a comfortable distance in front of the face with 
marshmallow attached.

In addition to fish, Indians were fascinated by fire, and 
would use it regularly not only as a means of heating and 
cooking but also as a form of entertainment. Indian fami 
lies, provided with light beverages and snacks, would fre 
quently sit in front of a large tree, set it on fire, and watch 
for thirty minutes or an hour as it burned to the ground. 
Larger trees, which took up to three hours to burn, were 
called specials and were only ignited once every two or 
three weeks. On Friday and Saturday nights, large groups 
of Indians would travel to heavily wooded areas and light 
forest fires. These they would watch with emotions run 
ning the gamut from terror to amusement, depending on 
the type of tree involved. The Douglas fir, for example, 
was considered a "thriller," and when a large stand of them 
was ignited, Indians would often have to wait in line for 
hours for a good spot from which to view the blaze.

Chief Running Shoe Speaks
Running Shoe was noj: my given name. My first name 

was Lawrence "Chuckles" MacDonald. Many Indians had 
names like that. We preferred the white man's names, and 
especially his nicknames. My father's name was Reginald 
"Choo Choo' 1 Leventhal. We all took different names even 
though we were from the same family. That was the style 
in those days.

I was called Running Shoe in 1885 when 1 was a young 
man of twenty, dapper and debonair, a young buck, or a 
brave, as we sometimes say. I was the cock of the walk, a 
lad smart beyond my years, and a happy-go-lucky fellow to 
boot. Hence I was always running away from white men in 
uniforms with guns who would throw rne into prison for

taking something that rightfully belonged to me. Why is 
the white man running faster than the Indian brave? I 
asked myself. Indians are supposed to run as fast as fright- 
en':d deer, as fast as the black devils from Africa. I felt that 
we must improve our running by improving our shoes. It 
was no longer possible to run barefoot because the white 
man was littering the trails and streets with his garbage 
and broken bottles. And so I designed what I called the 
"running shoe," and this is how I got my name.

I reasoned that a running shoe should (a) be extremely 
light in weight; (b) give excellent support to the foot in the 
key areas of arch, forefoot, heel, and ankle; (c) provide 
good cushioning and shock absorbing properties for run 
ning on any kind of terrain; (d) be constructed of high 
quality material
properly and is du- 
an "eye-catching" 
tive range ofcol- 
ally designingthe 
marketing 
fellow Indian pris- 
what they would 
shoe, and 1 found 
f o r m u 1 a t i n g my 
And I incorpora- 
suggcstions into

that "breathes" 
rable; and (e) have 
look in an attrac- 
ors. Before actu- 
shoe, I dida small 
survey among rny 
oners, asking them 
like in a running 

it very helpful in 
final prototype, 

ted many of their 
my prospectus for

raising capital to start my first factory. (As a thank you ges 
ture and a tax deduction, every year I still send twenty 
pairs of my running shoes to Indians who are in prison.)

For years I worked and perfected my running shoes. 1 
had a small shop above a livery stable in Ogden, Utah. 
Later I rented bigger space from a garage. I sold over one 
hundred pairs a year to the Indians in the area, including 
many members of the high school track team. When arth 
ritis struck, 1 gave the business to my two sons, Adidas 
and Puma, and they have run it ever since. Our line of 
shoes now comprises many models for virtually every 
sport, and we arc always rated number one in the Running 
magazine surveys. If you wish to have a free hand-painted 
brochure describing our shoes, write to "Running Shoe," 
Dept. 909, Ogden, Utah 98090.

GREAT INDIAN INVENTIONS
The Indian's genius for inventions is legendary. 

His creations range from high-powered locomotives 
to cosmetics, from toilet tissues to candy. Head and 
Shoulders shampoo was the brainchild of Chief 
Head and Shoulders. White Cloud, currently head 
ing up the Sioux, invented the toilet paper that car 
ries his name. Other significant Indian inventions 
named after their founders were White Rain sham 
poo, Wind Song perfume, Black Crows candy, 
Thunderbird, Annie Green Springs, Ripple and 
Night Train wines, Arrow shirts, and Big Red gum. 
Indian contributions to u-esiern civilization:
1. Tap-dancing 11, Knee socks
2. Erotic underwear 12. The satirical revue
3. Cocktails 13. Placemats
4. Running shoes 14. Brunch
5. Encores 15. Soft luggage
6. Mittens 16. Marshmallows
7. Valentines 17. Track lighting
8. Artificial food coloring 18. Board games
9. Indoor-outdoor carpeting 19. The novelette 

10. The nose pole 20. The ashtray
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INDIAN SIGNS
The universal language of the Indian everywhere

Thi IV has lost ;il! his marsh mallows. 
He's cuckoo in the head.

The guy shot himself with I 
and arrow a loser.

He's just "jerking off." 
Don't bother with him.

He's a chokeup, you can't depend 
on him in a pinch.

Clipping, Move the hall ten yards 
back from where the foul took place.

Indian Cuisine
The staples of the Indian diet were marsh mallows and 

dirt. The marshmallow, besides being a standard of cur 
rency, was as important to the Indian as rice to the Chi 
nese and potatoes to the Irish. It was eaten in a variety of 
ways: plain, boiled, and toasted. Toasted marshmallows 
were the high point of Indian cuisine and were considered 
great delicacies. The art of toasting a marshmallow was a 
rare skill, and a group of marshmallow chefs formed the 
elite corps of Indian cooking. The outer skin of the marsh- 
mallow had to be a perfect shade of gold, with just a few 
flecks of dark brown. And the inside had to be creamy, al 
most liquid in consistency. The combination of the deli 
cate crispness of the toasted skin and the smooth, rich 
marshmallow cream made for a superb eating experience- 
and the Indian never tired of it.

The Indians had an ingenious way of eating dirt. They 
would scoop up big handfuls and take it into their mouths 
between their specially formed gap teeth. The gaps were 
just wide enough to act as filters for the dirt, trapping the 
highly prized items the Indians were really looking for  
worms, insects, and grubs. The slang grub for food comes 
from this Indian eating practice. Some tribes tried to com 
bine dirt with marshmallows, but this was a failure.

Sex and the Indian

Early condom

Sex was not a com 
mon, everyday activity 
for the Indians for one 
simple reason  the 
adult Indian ft m a 1 e 
had a menstruation pe 
riod that averaged 
twenty-eight days. 
When the medicine 
men were told of the 
unusually long dura- Early tampon

tion of their menstrual periods, they thought that a great 
curse had been put upon the Indian women for some kind 
of wrongdoing. This is how the word curse became associ 
ated with the menstrual condition. This was one of the 
few areas in which Indians were indeed superstitious, and 
who can fault them? Added to this was the Indian's atti 
tude toward blood, especially blood that emanated from 
an orifice on a regular schedule without the aid of a cut 
ting instrument. The men were even more terrified of this 
phenomenon than the women, and refused to put their 
genitalia anywhere near the offending area.

However, for the two or three days that women were 
not menstruating, the Indians went berserk. Something 
triggered in their minds, something that told them what 
they were missing all month. And so they made up for it 
in these two or three frenzied days. Many Indians, both 
male and female, died due to prolonged sexual intercourse. 
Heart attacks, strokes, broken limbs, and hernias were 
common. Most Indian males did not know how to engage 
in sexual intercourse and would use their genitalia in odd 
and violent ways to achieve sexual satisfaction. After 
much battering and ramming, they discovered the 
proper techniques, but not before causing a lot of physical 
damage to themselves and their partners. The phrase "car 
rying on like a wild Indian" comes from these people's de 
monic sexual habits.n
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EVEN BLUEGIRLS
continued from p«ge .^

identity crises, dear! All those 
names!) She lives in Cincinnati, sup 
plying game to a hotel. Nice work 
for a sharpshootin' gal.

One day she's unhappy, down in 
the dumps. The hotelkeeper hap 
pens hy.

"What's the matter, Annie?"
"I'm depressed," she answers.
"Feelin' blue, honey? Well, it hap 

pens to the best of us now and then."
"Yes, that's true, but...you know, 

Zeke, I have inchoate feelings of 
emptiness quite frequently. As 
though 1 lack a center core of self 
hood. Consider: I'm an expert 
marksman, 1 kill animals for a liv 
ing by all outward appearances, I 
should be a man! No wonder I'm 
blue."

"You sure do talk strange, Annie"
"Exactly! Every time I open my 

mouth I find myself spouting some 
damn stupid theory about life, or so 
ciety, or love. What's wrong with 
me, Zeke?"

The man frowns, then tries to 
smile. "Why don't you go hunt 
some rabbits? That'll make you fee! 
better."

She sighs. "I don't think I could 
hit the broad side of a buffalo, the 
way 1 feel. Or a cow, for that mat 
ter and they can't even move."

Zeke laughs. "Fiddlesticks, Annie. 
Anybody can shoot a cow, no matter 
how unhappy they is. Heck, even 
blue girls get the cows."

At that very moment, a man 
named Frank Butler rode into 
town on a train, my dears, remem 
ber this is Cincinnati, and America 
had trains in those days, the United 
States was manifest destinying all 
over the place. Butler was an exhibi 
tion shooter, and scaged a show two 
days later. He took on all challen 
gers. Zeke convinced Annie to enter, 
and bet a handsome sum on her.

"So you're Annie Mozee" Butler 
smiled. "Heard about you."

"That's right," Annie replied. 
"What are we shooting at? Glass 
balls or wooden blocks?"

"Glass balls, and good luck, little 
lady." Butler was a gentleman.

But Annie calmly spun the cylin 
der of a six-gun, looked Frank But 
ter in the eye, and said, 'And yet, 
what is luck? Perhaps it is merely a 
mystification of forces which, 
though they are not available to 
everyday western consciousness, are 
nonetheless extant. Not western as
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in Wild West, but as in Occidental. 
Science makes no pretense of being 
able to explain dreams, intuition, 
hunches. Might not luck be a similar 
phenomenon, comparable to the 
eastern notion of karma, perhaps?" 
Annie turned white as the inside of 
a Mounds bar in a snowstorm, col 
lected herself, and said, "Throw 
those balls up in the air and let's 
start shootin'."

Annie hit ninety-seven out of a 
hundred; Frank hit ninety-three out 
of a hundred. They were married a 
year later, on June 22, 1876, and 
traveled around playing stock com 
panies and variety shows, a husband 
and wife team of sharpshooters 
without peer. It was during this time 
that Annie Mozce Butler dropped 
her adopted trochee surname (or 
v\-as it an iamb, Annie lamb? Was it 
really Mo-;ee?)...dot dot dot 
dropped the Mozee and selected a 
more pleasing, delicious, woodsy- 
sounding name. A name that was to 
live on whenever stories of the west 
fas in Wild West, not Occident), his 
tories of show biz, and histories of 
sharpshooters were the subject at 
hand. And at finger. Mrs. Frank But 
ler took a stage name that even the 
author of Even Con-girls Get the Blues 
neglected to mention in his book of 
the same name. What was this nom- 
de-boom-boom? All together now, 
one, two, three:

Annie Oakley. 
3

Annie Oakley! The cowgirl's cow 
girl. Annie Oakley! A double 
trochee, and what effect did it have 
on her feelings of emptiness? Could 
she now say who she was? Well, she 
could say she was Annie Oakley. 
But no more.

Then how did she come to meet 
with that rascal, Dr. Weiner? And 
with the Chief? Thus, my darlings: 
Annie and Frank were in New Or 
leans, touring with the Sells Broth 
ers Circus. One day this was in 
1885, so Annie was twenty-five, just 
about your age she and Frank 
dropped by the lot of William "Buf 
falo Bill" Cody's Wild West. Half 
circus, half rodeo, the show featured 
lots of horses, and buffalos, and 
steer roping and lasso throwing and 
sharpshooting. The Butlers liked 
what they saw, and soon were in 
troduced to Buffalo Bill himself.

Now this Buffalo Bill was a real 
Character. Not only a character in 
Even Bluegirls Get the Cotes, but a 
Character. (You know.) He had been

an army scout, a hunting party 
scout, an actor and producer of mel 
odramas, hero of stage and dime 
novel, a legend-in-his-own-time. 
When Annie and he shook hands, 
history was already being made.

"History's bcin' made, Annie 
Oakley," said Bill.

"Of a sort," replied Annie. "But 
let us remember that history i^ se 
lective. A novel is a kind of history, 
but embodies a dual process of se 
lection. One is the selection of the 
plot: what events are pertinent, 
what events form the story per se. 
The other, in some ways identical to 
the first, but proceeding from an en 
tirely different vantage point, is the 
selection of artistic effects to render 
the story rich and more pleasing. It 
is this second form of selection that 
differentiates the novel from the 
history."

"Quite so, madam."
"There can be a third sort of se 

lection in the novel. I refer to the se 
lection of rhetoric, of didactic 
harangues and lectures addressed, 
often in the most blatant manner, to 
the reader. Some novelists sacrifice 
excellence in the first two categories 
to freight their work with junk from 
the third. And yet they often find 
favov with their readership."

"Indeed?" Buffalo Bill said. "And 
how do they excuse this outrageous 
behavior? What does such an 
author use to justify such excesses?"

"Whimsy," Annie said with a 
wink and a whoop and a holler, 
whipping out her pistol and shoot 
ing off the whiskers of a passing gray 
cat without so much as grazing the 
critter. "Like wild and west, it starts 
with a dubba-yew. And maybe that's 
why some suckers confuse it with 
wisdom."

"Well spoken, Annie Oakley," 
said Bill. "I would like you to join 
Buffalo Bill's Wild West-and that's 
west as in Wild West, not as in Occi 
dent, madam."

'Ah ac-cept, podner," said Annie 
in her heretofore unused "western" 
accent. "An' mah husband'll ac-cept 
too, prolly." Then she twirled both 
six-guns in her hands like a drum 
majorette leading a marching band 
whose members were playing rifles, 
and shouted, "Yah-hoo.1 " 

4
Thus it was that Annie was in St. 

Paul in 1884, where she met the 
Chief- His name was Sitting Bull, 
and they met in a theater and ex 
changed pictures. He nicknamed her

continued on page S
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or

The Desperate Saga of Those Notorious Clericals Whose Ministry 

to Mayhem Formed a Very Sermon in Sin Which Did Besmirch the 

Good Name of the Ecclesiastical Class Entirely

and
How They Met Their Just Deserts at the Hands of a French Sea 

Captain with Only a Horse for a Ship

featuring
The Appearance, for the First Time Ever in Polite Fiction, of 

the Honorable Oscar Fingal O'Flahertie Wills Wilde, Esq., on His 

Famed Tour of the American West

by the author
Ted Me

'Hi; .sciu' the badlands pass and then some not-so-bad lands and then some awful lands indeed.'
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T here was a look of fear that appeared to have been 
kicked by dusty boots onto the face of the Boston 

constable as he told Jacques Bolduc how Jacques's house 
had been burned to the ground.

"] was making my appointed* as usual, sir," said the 
gray-faced man, tugging at one sleeve nervously. He waved 
his billy at the prosperous Boston neighborhood. "There 
seldom is trouble around here. Merchants aren't the sort 
of people who start trouble out of doors. Not like sailors, 
for instance; begging your pardont sir."

Jacques Bolduc had been a sailor before the mast for fif 
teen years, and now, tor the last five, he had been master of 
his own vessel, one of the Ovaltine fleet, a speedy clipper 
that held several records for sailing time from the Indies. 
Jacques had left his native Bordelaise at seventeen, forced 
to flee after an accident during a bout of savate, the famous 
French art of foot-fighting an accident that resulted in 
the death of the nephew of Fouche, a powerful minister of 
the state.

"I had noticed a streetlight out," the officer continued, 
"and had made up my mind to report it when I heard a 
sound like tarnation itself bellowing through a bullhorn. 
Shouts, sir, and horseshoes striking cobblestones fit to 
split the rocks. Then, a group of men on horseback crested 
the hill, and I saw that they were ministers. They passed 
me a block west of here. I shouted at them to slow down. 
Without doing so, sir, one of them produced a firing piece 
and blew it off at me. I took cover in a doorway as they 
reined up further down the road. Outside your house, sir"

The constable glanced over his shoulder at the popping 
heap of yellow and black coals that had been the sea dog's 
home.

"They were having some sort of argument about the 
commandments. The Bible commandments, sir. They 
were trying to decide which one to break. One with a 
voice like a boiling stew said he wanted to break the fifth 
commandment by returning to kil! me. Some others 
started shouting their approval, but then this quiet, 
woolly-sounding minister spoke up to say that if I was 
killed only one of them would get to break a command 
ment, whereas, sir, if they burned down your house they 
could all break some commandment or other, and wasn't 
that the general idea of their gang?

"They seemed to think this last reverend had the better 
argument, and the next thing I knew the sky was a red 
dish-blue and they were all shouting hosannas like they 
were jugged. Then they rode off as if Beczcrbub was after 
'em, sir, which he might well have been the way they were 
talking, with a 'Christ haul this' and a 'God twist that." 1

Jacques Bolduc was not a man who lost his temper eas 
ily. A steady man who has fought the sea and commanded 
men for years can't be going off his head kicking capstans 
and hurling his cap to the deck every time something goes 
wrong. Still, he had a temper. It lay way down deep in him 
like a sounded whale, and it took a lot to bring it up. But 
when it broached and spouted, all hands we're advised to 
lash their ears to theiv heads and their heads to theiv 
bodies and their bodies to life itself. That temper bad 
broke loose in the savatc ring years ago, and had left 
Fouche's nephew dead with the seaman's footprints over 
most of the fellow's fleshly parts. For Jacques was a master 
of that famous French art of foot-fighting.

That very night, the macdot (which is what the French 
call their sailors) made a few enquiries.He learned that ear 
lier, there had been a huge meeting of prohibitionist min 
isters thereabouts, which had broken up in disorder. The 
meeting was headed by a local divine with Episcopalian at

tachments, the Right Reverend Elihu Root.
Root was accustomed to devouring pastries and cam 

omile tea by the bucket in the dining room of the nearby 
St. Anthony Hotel, a temperance establishment patron 
ized by prohibitionist circles. It wjis there that Jacques Bol 
duc found him, his face wrapped around a cream tortc.

"I would like to have a few words with you, sir" said 
Bolduc, and the Episcopalian nodded genially.

"Yes, sir. "What do you wish?"
The blunt, forthright sail came right to the point, "A 

tew hours ago, my house upon Beacon Hill was fired, and a 
constable narrowly missed having his rigging sliced by a 
pistol shot. By the constable's account, the lubbers respon 
sible were ministers. I should like to know who they are 
and what their motives may have been."

A trouble look crisscrossed the temperance leader's face. 
"I had feared something like this might happen. We held a 
meeting of prohibitionist ministers earlier this evening. 
Our cause was much advanced, to the distress of tipplers 
and tosspots who reportedly wept on the docks and in the 
gutters and lashed out in futile rage at other folks' laundry. 
However, the meeting ended in discord when rogue Bap 
tists and maverick Weslcyans combined in an attempt to 
force our cause to embrace not only the temperance ideal 
but also Mr. William Jennings Bryan; with whose ideas 
concerning the free coinage of silver these ministers' 
minds were quite disordered. When this nonsense was de 
nounced by'reflective supporters of our cause, such as my 
self, these rough-spoken followers of Bryan, becoming 
embittered, vowed to form an outlaw association and to 
break all the Lord's commandments until such time as 
He shall bring the Episcopal church to support the 
views of Mr. William Jennings Bryan as well as the tem 
perance cause. I had hoped that Our Saviour might work 
some miracle upon their minds, but 1 am afraid even He 
may be powerless with so little to work upon"

"Do you know where they were bound out for?"
"Out west, I suppose," replied the Right Reverend Elihu 

Root, turning his attention again to the pastry dish.
Jacques Bolduc was on a train west the next day, "bound 

out" for the railhead at Dodge. His only concern was the 
pursuit of the turn-collared malfeasants, and indeed, he 
picked up news of their passage at each whistle-stop 
along the rails.

"Passed through the state a' Ohio roun' 'bout near week 
ago," said a stationrnaster in Akron. "Call themselves th' 
Preacher Boys. Come through here an', let's see...broke 
number three commandment, didn't keep no Sabbath 
whatsoever. Also took the Lord's .name in vain plenty, 
that's number two, and they bore false witness against a 
fellow. That's number eight. 1 reckon they'll have a few 
more to answer for when the heavenly assizes come up."

Jacques stared out the window of his pullman car, 
watching the cultivated farms give way to the grasslands 
and the grasslands give way to the prairie and the prairie 
to the scrub plains, which rolled like his beloved ocean. He 
saw the badlands pass avui then some not-so-badlands and 
then some godawful lands indeed. Soil became dirt, then 
changed to earth, and when it had been dust for days, the 
train stopped.

Dropping off the Pullman steps at Dodge, Jacques no 
ticed immediately that every man was carrying a gun; and 
that he himself was not. Nor did he feel the lack of one, 
preferring as a Frenchman to settle differences with his 
feet.

After checking into the hotel, dumping the dust out of 
his shoes, and brushing aside the room clerk's advice to
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"Christ

make his first order of business [he purchase of two six- 
shooters, the tar headed for the Smoke Tree Saloon.

The saloon was crowded and every eye was on Jacques, 
with his baggy blue trousers, striped shirt, and rolling gate.

"I would like a Per nod," Jacques said to the bartender, 
who wiped slowly and insolently ;it the rough plank be 
tween them.

"Mister, we got three kinds of liquor here. Good whis 
key bad whiskey, and !njun whiskey,and no white man can 
swallow the last two."

"1 will please take good whiskey," said Jacques. Someone 
behind him laughed. After paying for his drink, the sailor 
took a seal alone at a table in the back of the saloon. Be 
fore he could finish he was joined at the table by a Mexican 
woman of sixty, who weighed not less than 300 pounds.

"Hello, senor. You are a handsome man. i think I like 
you. You buy me one drink?" Jacques thought the woman 
no beauty, but she seemed to be the only one likely to offer 
him information. Information he desperately needed.

"Certainly."
Some cowhands, thin men glazed with dirt and drink, 

stared maliciously at the pair. The sailor had no idea chat 
he was talking to the best-looking woman in Dodge, and 
one who was considered to be the exclusive property of 
Passenger Pigeon Pete.

Passenger Pigeon Pete was famous throughout the West 
as the man who had slain more of those famous birds than 
anyone. His slaughter of thousands of the creatures had 
brought untold grief to the Indians, who had used almost 
every part of these pigeons for some purpose: making 
arrow flights from the feathers, small pointy things from 
the bones, jewelry from the feet, lunch from the eyes, and 
hats from whatever was left over.

"What brings a handsome senor like you to the West?" 
asked Pete's girl. "Perhaps you would like to tell Maria the 
horrible crimes you have committed behind you? Then 
you would have a reputation. That is important if you 
wish to avoid trouble. Why are you not wearing a gun? Do 
you have little guns in your sleeves, 1 think?"

"I have committed no crime, Senorita. I have come we'st 
10 look for the men who burned my house. They call 
themselves the Preacher Boys. I do not wear a gun because 
1 believe in justice, not murder."

"Senor, the men will think you are a stinking yellow- 
stomach and pick a disagreement with you, and after 
shooting you through and through will heave you out to 
the coyotes, or perhaps the new Chinamen will get you for 
his restaurant."

"1 have no quarrel with anyone here."
"Sometimes it takes but one hard man lo make a quar 

rel. Are you a hard man, senor?" She leaned over and 
squeezed the seaman's modest area. Jacques lept to his feet, 
but seeing the amused regard of the buckskin-clad men at 
the bar, sat down again at once.

"Please keep your hands on your own lap," he said to 
Maria, and she laughed as if he had made a joke.

"These Preacher Boys," said the woman, "I have heard 
of them. They are rough hombres. It is said they have bro- 
ken the fifth commandment many times, killing sod-bust 
ers near Nogales. It has also been said they have rough 
sexing with the wife of a dirt farmer, breaking both com 
mandment six of adultery and nine of coveting wives."

"Enough, enough, madam," protested Jacques. "That is 
no way for a lady to talk."

"I wish to make you crazy with love for me so that we 
may go, upstairs. If you give me a dollar, I will go with you
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right now." She throw her arms around the seaman's neck 
and began splattering him with kisses. Her hair smclled 
like gravy. Then...

Jacques heard two loud clicks and, swinging his head, 
found himself staring down a pair of handguns with bar 
rels the size of gopher holes. They were trained on him by 
a tall man with a long, flaxen moustache and eyes as black as 
the heart of an Arapaho dog soldier.

"Take yer dirty Pernod-drinking halyard-hauling hands 
offrnah girl, yuh sea-going tenderfoot French polecat."

"Pete!" cried Maria with alarm.
"Git up," said Passenger Pigeon Pete, for it was he.
Maria backed rapidly away. "Git up an' draw," Pete re 

peated. Jacques stood up slowly. His chair toppled over 
backwards.

But before the pigeon killer could slap leather, a 
strangely costumed man stepped from amongst a crowd of 
cowboys at the bar. He was wearing a maruon velvet jacket 
with a black mink trim, and a shirt that looked as if it were 
made of mother-of-pearl. His trousers were a billowy tan 
material and only came down to the knec-'s, where, instead 
of boots, maroon socks began. And his feet were housed 
in tiny slippers hearing golden buckles on each toe. He car 
ried no gun.

"Sir," said the fancy stranger, addressing Pete, "I hasten 
to point out to you that not only is the man before you 
unarmed, but apparently he is also of French descent. The- 
latter tidings alone should prevent you from shooting 
him. For were you so precipitate as to do so and so un 
fortunate as to strike him in the belly, the smell released 
would account lor us all in an instant. The French diet of 
earthworms, horse cheese, and spoiled grapes produces an 
intestinal gas so deadly that one whiff ;md you wake up 
two weeks later in grievous trouble with the Lord for 
wrecking His heavenly hunkhouse."

"Eh?" said Pete.
"Are you not Passenger Pigeon Pen-', the renowned 

sportsman?"
"That's mah name, alrect."
"Yes, you ought to recognize it by now, Pete. By (he way, 

1 have some news for you. There is a passenger pigeon 
hanging in a cage in back of the mule doc's shack across 
from the bawdy house."

"I.s th<ir.' h rluir, i.s their.'"
"Yes."

"Ah'm a gonna kill it!" roared Pete, and he rushed out of 
the Smoke Tree waving his six-guns.

"Do not be afraid, my friend," said the stranger. "These 
men are my puppies. They'd no more bother you when 
you are with me than they'd go outside to relieve them 
selves. You see, I do not carry a gun either. If I wish to 
destroy someone, 1 merely stop talking to them."

"You have a very high opinion of yourself, n'cat-cc /m.s.'" 
said the stout Bordelaise.

"I merely agree with the consensus. People with opin 
ions are so tedious," replied Oscar Wilde, for it was he, on 
his famed tour of the American West.

"1 don'r carry a gun," said Jacques, "because I don't be 
lieve in killing. It's one of the few things that separates a 
man trom an animal."

"Out here the only thing that separates men from ani 
mals is a saddle, and rhe .sooner you learn that, the sooner 
I'll ask you to dinner."

"Well, 1 am a slight amount hungry."
"Very good. You shall come along with me. 1 have found 

a man shoveling out hotel rooms here who used to be chef 
to the Duke of Clarendon or Lord Devonshire or some

such, and he can do more with beef, beans, and a stolen 
saucepan than a rational man would think possible."

When Oscar and Jacques left the saloon, the men at the 
bar all waved as the playwright had taught them. 
"Goodbye, Oscar, an rebowrs!" they cried.

"1 really have been able to make these men enjoy man 
ners," said Oscar over dinner. "A Bantu chief couldn't be 
prouder of his shiny hatchet than these men are of their 
new civilities. Rain in hell is better appreciated than sun 
in heaven. Well, 1 shan't be leaving for some time yet."

"1 myself am not to depart," said Jacques, "not until I 
find those Preacher Boys and bring them to justice."

'Then," said Oscar, "you must have some western gear. 
Sporty bandannas, a huge hat, chaps, some cruel Spanish 
spurs, cracked and dust-caked boots, a loose coil ol raw 
hide , -A deep saddle, and a burr-tailed mustang!'

The two men traveled all over town, visiting farriers, 
factors, stirrup chandlers, bootwrights, and pommel 
truers, all of whom seemed to be on the best of terms with 
Oscar and asked him endless questions about "the best 
way to spruce up a homestead, sLIitable-like." By midnight, 
the seaman was completely outfitted, and the next morn 
ing, he parted from Oscar on the outskirts of town.

Oscar handed him the reins of the mustang. "Bye, 
Oscar" he said, stepping into the leather. He turned and 
waved to the playwright as the cowboys had done, then set 
his determined eyes on the mesquite and desert that 
stretched before him.

About four o'clock that afternoon, Jacques saw clouds 
of dust rising from behind a sandy hummock. Leaving his 
horse, he inched up the back of the low hill on his belly. 
Pulling apart some tufts of buffalo grass at the top of the 
hill, he was surprised to see another white man sitting 
cross-legged, watching the antics of some fifty Indians 
below. He was a short, dark man with a pair of glasses 
perched on the bridge of his nose, a good three inches 
from rhe tip.

"Kiowa drinking party...they've gor their peace paint 
on. Likely they'll keep going like that all night." He ges 
tured lazily at the Indians.

"What is your name?" asked Jacques.
"Back east, 1 had a name," said the small man. "Out 

here? Well, I still have a name. It's hzy. What's yourn?"
"Jacques Bolduc. I have come seeking the Preacher Boys. 

They committed arson on my property in Boston."
Izzy grunted. "Will ya gander them Injuns."
"What are they doing?" the seaman inquired.
"Well, that there big one makin' faces at the horse is 

Medicine Do", the Kiowa drinking chief and leader of this 
party. He got into an argument with Tepee Smell about 
whether or not a horse could laugh, and he's been tryin' to 
make his laugh." Medicine Dog broke off his attempts and 
raised a drinking bladder to his lips. The other Indians 
began a mock battle with buffalo chips, half of them pre 
tending to be a circle wagon train and the others attacking, 
Indian fashion. Medicine Dog joined the Indian side with 
a whoop, and Jacques and hzy headed down the back of 
the hill.

"You know, 1 heard about you," said hzy. "Some hands 
say you're a coward fur lettin' Passenger Pigeon Pete back 
you down over a woman."

"This is not a challenge or anything, Mr. Izzy, but do you 
think I am a coward?"

1 he dark-haired man cleaned his spectacles carefully, 
then looked up at Jacques. He scratched his unshaven chin 
thoughtfully. "I reckon not. You showed some sand 
sneakin' up on that Kiowa drink in' party the way you did.
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They mighta made a brutal mock of yuh. C'mon, let's fork 
leather out of here."

As Jacques rode beside the cowboy, he studied him. 
"What are you doing out here, Izzy? You do not look like a 
cowboy."

"The way a man looks don't always determine his luck. 1 
was unlucky back east, so I come out here to try to change 
it. I'm like a turn He weed. Drift awhile, rest against a fence 
for awhile, but mostly 1 keep movin'. Ain't much work for 
a kosher butcher out hvrc. That being what I am. Right 
now I'm herd ridin'. The big cattle drive t' Dodge is over, 
so we're bringin' all the cows back to Nogales."

"I'm going that way myself. The Preacher Boys are ru 
mored to be districted moar Nogales."

"Well, I reckon th' trail boss'd sign you up. You any 
good with that saddle iron?" h-y pointed Co the French 
sailor's ,434-ailibre thumb-cocking Ghassepot rifle.

"Why?"

"Because we're hcadin1 into some mighty rough country. 
Injuns, outlaws, inlaws, cattle wrestlers. Worse, too."

"I should imagine I am. I have shot cannon before, and 
with ,some accuracy, from the deck of a ship, as a few En 
glish wrapped to the rruist by chain shot would inform 
you."

When Izzy introduced the French tar to the rest of the 
hands 'round the fire that night, the men seemed aloof. 
They had all heard he backed down from Passenger Pigeon 
Pete.

Teale, a huge, hulking man with a cruel face and a pair of 
narrow-set eyes like bhick beads stitched on dirty buck 
skin, tossed his coffee grounds into the lire and knocked 
his tin mug against the log where he sat. "I don' know 
'bout the rest of these punchers,but 1 don' want no damn 
'gentle boy' sittin' near me. Why don' you go scratch up 
ycr own fire over there." Tcale waved in the general direc 
tion of the area where the men answered the call of nature.

"Mr. Tealc," said the seaman steadily, "just because I did 
not kill a man over a woman I have never seen before does 
not mean I am of cowardly type- I have no intention of 
killing you either, but I am pleased to beat you out of your 
awakeness immediately.11

Teale snarled and,standing, let his gun belt drop. "Suit 
me just fine," said the big man.

Nobody spoke as the two men began to circle, their 
shadows dancing across each other's faces. 'A coyote 
howled in the distance as Teale made his move, sending a 
crashing alehouse right looping toward Jacques's head.Jac 
ques's left foot shot out and blocked the punch,and the 
cowboys sent up a gasp like a steer makes when you fall on 
him and pin him.

The force of the block spun Jacques back slightly, and he 
turned easily with the blow; then, changing legs, he swung 
back and eaught Teale in the face with his right heel.

"Mange ma pied'." shouted the Frenchman, delivering 
a quick right to the mouth which scattered Teale's teeth 
like spent shell casings. Jacques dropped back a bit, then 
sent a punishing left toe to the temple that dropped the 
big man like a sack of meal drops from the back of a 
chuckwagon headed uphill.

"Look out, Jacques," shouted Izzy. The sailor swung his 
left foot instinctively. Behind him, Teale's small pinch- 
faced companion, Tap Sung, a treacherous Chinee shirt 
thief from San Francisco, leveled a .44 at the Frenchman's 
back. Jacques kicked the gun upward and heard its bullet 
whistle by his ear. At almost the same time, Izzy's gun spat 
lead from the other side of the campfire and blew the de 
ceitful laundry man over backwards with a hole the size of 
a bird's nest in the center of his sloping yellow forehead.

"You're mighty fast with those feet, pardrier," said Izzy.
They buried the little Chinaman that night, and Izzy 

himself wrote the headboard for the shallow grave, which 
they heaped with rocks to keep vultures out. The char 
coal-scrawled message was short and to the point. 

TAP SUNG 
___to 1892 

Lived by the Gun 
Died by the Foot 

A Chink
The next day. Jacques rode drug, eating while dust and 

pushing stragglers back into the herd. The sun was hotter 
than a tinhorn gambler who drops a hand of five-card stud 
to a drunk hayseed. About noon, Bolduc saw Teale riding 
toward him. The Frenchman sat his leather and waited. He 
hoped there would be no gunplay. But oddly enough, 
Teale was friendly. "Izzy tells me you're a friend of Oscar 
Wilde's?"

Do not be afraid, my friend ,' said the stranger. 'T/iese men ar<! my |ni/>/ws.' "
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"That's right," replied Jacques, watching the other man's 
gun hand like a buzzard eye-balling a large dead toad.

"I saw one 'er his lecterns in Kansas City. Sure were 
good. K-nows pretty much all there is 'bout whist and table 
china and such. He's a durn good man." Teale reached for 
his saddlebags and saw the Frenchman start. "Don't worry, 
I jest wanna show ya something." The big man pulled a 
book from his battered saddle carrier and began to recite.

"The importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde. The 
persons of the play. John Worthington, J.P; Algernon 
Montcrieff; Reverend Chasuble, D.D.; Merriman, butler; 
Lane, manservant; Lady Bracknell; Honorable Gwendolyn 
Fairfax; Cecily Cardew; Miss Prism, governess. The scenes 
of the play." Teale opened his eyes, "1 got it purty near by 
heart. But ye know I can't read. So am always't like to for 
get something. Will you check me whilst 1 recite?"

Jacques Bolduc followed the text as he rode along with 
Teale, having to correct the big cowpoke only once in the 
second act. They were fast friends when they rode into 
camp that night.

The trail boss woke Jacques at midnight. "Your shift on 
guard. Go out and relieve Shorty. Keep an eye out, too. I 
cut some signs todayin the area. Might be cattle wrestlers."

Teale had told the sailor about cattle wrestlers that after 
noon. The old salt could scarcely believe his ears. "Do you 
mean to tell me these men sneak into a herd at night and 
they have amours with cows?"

"Thar a strange, lonely breed of men," said Teale. "Out 
casts who prefer cattle to their own kind. But they's smart 
and they's fast with a gun. Bout best thing to do iPn you 
get the drop on one is shoot the cow he's after. The cow's 
calving parts contract right smart arid the wrestler's plum 
stuck."

Jacques found Shorty riding the northeast quarter and 
singing softly. A cowboy doesn't sing for himself, hut for 
the cattle. It keeps the herd calm and lets them know what 
they see is a man on horseback and not a wolt or coyote on 
a large movable rock.

"Everything alright, Shorty?"
"Nope, I was just waiting for you. I saw sornethin' 

movin 1 over thar by where that there cedar shrub starts by 
th' ravine. I'll stay here an' keep singing. You circle round 
in back. If a cow bawls, it's likely a cattle wrestler. You 
know what to do?"

"Certainly."
Jacques watched his mustang's cars as he circled up be 

hind the herd. A near-wild horse like a mustang is far 
more sensitive to what is going on around him than a city- 
bred horse. When Jacques was in position, the 'stang's ears 
cocked forward; there was something in the herd that 
shouldn't be. Jacques stopped. His sailor's eyes roamed the 
herd, staring to catch sight of something unusual in the 
watery moonlight.

A cow bawled, and suddenly Jacques was able to spot a 
man's form behind a heifer halfway across the herd.

His heart began to thump. Why didn't the cows panic at 
the man on foot?His scent should scare them. Then he re 
membered that Teale had told him a wrestler will roll in 
cattle ordure like a cougar to mask his scent, and can du 
plicate almost exactly the lowing of cattle. He heard the 
rustle of the wrestler's pants dropping, then suddenly saw 
the man's hinder quarters in thc'moonlight shining like a 
silver dollar amongst the dark shapes of cattle. He slid the 
rifle silently from his scabbard.

Would he be able to hit the cow at this distance? Would 
he miss and strike the man, taking by accident a liie he did 
not want? Would the noise panic and scatter the herd?

Jacques steadied the gun and gently squeezed the trigger, 
concentrating on smoothness. The gun flashed, recoiled, 
and the cow was down!

The herd jumped restlessly and Jacques broke into song, 
hoping to quell the stampede that would surely kill the 
wrestler.

The herd calmed slowly, and as he began to ride toward 
the fallen heifer, he could see Shorty making bis way 
through the cattle from the opposite direction.

".Vice shot you ol' Frenchman, you.
You clipped her in (he brain pan, too," sung the cowpoke.
"U was not much," said Jacques, and he resumed singing 

to calm the restless "doggies":
"Sing you like a bird on the flirt
Or these twines will stomp us into the dirt.
Wan! Oh, my God! I can't believe it's true.'
/ trapped a cattle wrestler,
No.' Say, hzy, it's not you?" So sang the excited sailor.
Izzy, trapped, cleared his throat and sang to save his life:
"Hoic / suffered for this heifer
To you ne'er will be dear.
fired as a kosher butcher,
I drifted west V landed here.
Please ol' Jacques and Shorty
Please don't turn me in.
Rather than he wrestler branded •
I'd sooner lose my skin,"
Shorty, who had been humming along with Izzy, began 

singing himself:
"/ u'ish we didn't have to.
You been our top hand
But with your re\'oltin habits,
We gotta have you off this land"
Izzy sung back with Shorty wailing little descants 

behind.
"Please, why don't you shoot me?
You can say an Injun did.
Then no man will know the sror\ o
fliis cattle-jamming yid''
While Jacques and Shorty looked at each oilier help 

lessly, Izzy went for his six-gun. Firing it fourteen times in 
the air, he sparked a stampede.

The only chance for Jacques and Shorty lay in riding 
with the herd, gradually trying to work their way out and 
hoping their darndest the mustangs didn't miss a step. It 
was all over for Izzy. There wouldn't be enough left of him 
to fill a hoofprint.

Jacques rode hard. He pulled his six-gun out. He knew 
that if his mount went down, his only chance was to drop 
a couple of "beeves" to form a blockade. Behind him he 
heard a scream that told him Shorty hadn't been so lucky.

The Frenchman gradually worked his way to the edge of 
the heaving, bucking herd. In five minutes he was safe. As 
he watched the cattle slow and spread, he resolved to keep 
Izzy's secret forever.

Seven long, hot lonely days later the herd reached No- 
gales. When the trail boss paid the sailor off, he stared 
straight into the Frenchman's eyes. "Izzy was a wrestler, 
wasn't he?"

Jacques said nothing. Just took his pay and walked off. 
The trail boss watched him go, pushing his hat back to re 
veal a patch of white on his forehead where the sun never 
struck. He spat a sock-sized chaw into the dust. "He's a 
strange one, that Frenchy" he muttered to no one in 
particular.

The first person Jacques spoke to told him the Preacher 
Boys were running a bent gambling hall down in Hog-
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"'Kiowa drinidng panv They've got (heir peace paint on. Likely they'll la.rp 
Indians."

H ut the

town, the seamy wallow where cowhands lost their pay 
and troublemakers their lives in the riot that boiled up 
out of branchwater lemonade and root beer.

Bolduc checked into the local hotel, and after brushing 
his teeth for the first time since leaving Boston, rigged 
himself out in the baggy pants, flat hat, and horizontally- 
striped shirt that he was accustomed to wear at sea.

As Jacques walked out of the hotel, he realized he would 
never go back east. He liked this broad, brawl ing west where 
freedom depended on honor, and a just man had his re 
spect and that of others or was dead,or at least wounded.

Besides, what was the good of taking the Preacher Boys 
back to Boston? He could just as well put a stop to their 
racket right here. Make them pay for his place hack east, 
and maybe he could buy a little spread across the border in 
Mexico. He thought, too, of a woman and a wife.

Jacques calmly approached the Preacher Boys' place. 
They'd never seen him before and would not be expecting 
anything. Then he sensed someone behind him. He 
turned quickly. It was Tcale. "I thought you might want 
someone to watch your back," said the mean-faced drover.

"Thank you, my friend," said Jacques.
They pushed through the batwings, and Jacques saw six 

of the Preacher Boys playing cards at a table in the back of 
the place, a half-empty bottle of Cherry Fizz on the table 
between them. Another preacher was tending the long bar, 
and yet two more sat with a rough-looking prospector. 
They were about to break commandment seven by lifting 
the miner's poke.

"Watch those three," said Bolduc, gesturing at the bar 
tender and the other two. "I'll take care of the rest."

He walked slowly up to the card game. "Do you mind it 
I play? My game is ecarte... ."

"Descend into Hades," said one white-collared cleric, 
not looking up.

"That is no way to talk to a stranger."
The six preachers got to their feet as one and reached 

for their guns.
"Wait," said the French sea dog."As you may see, I am 

unarmed. However, 1 will light you all without guns, as I

am the mail on whose property you committed arson in 
Boston."

Six preacher's gun belts hit the floor as one,and,as they 
all took the Lord's name in vain in one breath, they set 
upon Bolduc.

"L'n, deux, troi's" shouted the sailor, feet flying into the 
faces of tile three nearest preachers, who crumpled uncon 
sciously to the floor like cats kicked by a mule.

"He's agul durn foot fighter!" sho.uted one rogue man of 
the cloth, swinging a chair at Jacques,who ducked to let it 
crash harmlessly into the face of another preacher.

The stmitt' master, still in the cracked and dust-caked 
boots with the cruel Spanish spurs that Oscar Wilde had 
bought him, lathed out again, slicing a clergyman's nose 
from his face and opening another's cheek like a new deck 
of cards.

"Christ protect us!" shouted the wounded parson. At 
this sign every cleric in the place dumped himself down on 
his knees,

"It's too late for that," said Jacques, "the Son of God 
doesn't protect commandment breakers. Now, are you 
Preacher Boys going to come up with three thousand dol 
lars in gold for the house you burned or am I going to rent 
you out as pack animals until the debt is paid in full?"

The preacher behind the bar walked slowly towards Jac 
ques. He held out two sacks of gold. "Tike it, stranger. We 
see you were sent by God to wise us up. Maybe the tree 
coinage of silver isn't as important as other people's lives. 
Take this gold. And forgive us. For we have sinned mightly 
against you and plenty of others."

Jacques checked the bags and then, cinching the rope 
that held his pants up, glanced over at Teale, who had hol- 
stered his gun.

"Come along. Let's 'clear out' from here."
As they walked back toward the hotel, Teale talked, ex 

citedly pointing at the posters tha.t showed Oscar Wilde 
was due in town to lecture. Jacques Bolduc seemed preoc 
cupied. At last he spoke.

"Teale," said the former sailor, "do you know Maria's 
address?"

THE END
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\ Y V /hen the days of the open range ended in 
\ A / the 1880s, cowboys and their families 
\_/ Y_I migrated to the cities of the north and 

cast in search of a better life. At first, they were wel 
comed as a source of cheap labor in the booming fac 
tory towns, but prejudice against the cowboy quickly 
grew. Natives of the cities and recent European im 
migrants feared for their jobs and resented the cow 
boy's taciturn and independent ways. Restaurants 
and hotels banned cowboy, customers, landlords re 
fused to rent to them, and cowboy children were

barred from public schools or relegated to separate 
classrooms.

Today, the scars of this prejudice can still be seen. 
More than 38 percent of all cowboy families have in 
comes below the poverty level (compared to approx 
imately 9 percent nationwide). Their unemployment 
rate is five times the national average, and most 
Americans of western heritage still live in largely 
segregated neighborhoods, where the rates of crime, 
illiteracy, and disease rank higher than almost any 
where else in the nation. D
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FISHER INTT?ODUCES THE WORLDS 
FIRST CASSETTE DECK WITH 
WIRELESS REMOTE EDITING.

Tape recording will never be 
the same.

In Fisher's 41 years of audio 
leadership, we've introduced 
many important high fidelity 
"firsts," But we honestly think 
the new CR4025 tape deck is one 
of our most exciting and practi 
cal innovations.

Remote electronic editing is 
as important an advance in tape 
recording as the cassette.

Now for the first time, you 
can really enjoy creating your 
own personal music library 
from FM broadcasts or record al 
bums. The editing is done elec 
tronically while recording. A 
great leap forward from the old 
way of recording. . . with jump 
ing up and down every 3 min 
utes to edit.

Fisher's wireless remote elec 
tronic editor makes tape record 
ing a pleasure. The CR4025 tape 
deck has a built-in wireless re 
ceiver that operates the deck's 
solenoid-actuated Pause 
mechanism. The remote control 
transmitter operates the Pause 
control instantly from up to 20 
feet away. Relax, listen, and cap 
ture the selections you want to 
keep at the push of a button.

Zap! You eliminate any com 
mercial or announcer's voice 
from your off-the-air FM broad 
cast recording ... or skip any 
unwanted track on an album 
you're taping from.

Of course, this fantastic con 
venience wouldn't be worth 
much if you had to sacrifice per 
formance. Fortunately, you 
don't — the CR4025 has the ex 
cellent frequency response and 
extremely low wow & flutter 
that you expect from Fisher, 
plus Dolby noise reduction for 
clean, noise-free recordings.

The Fisher CR4025 is priced
at $250* and is available at se 
lected audio stores or the audio 
department of your favorite de 
partment store. P'or die name of 
the nearest Fisher dealer, please 
call toll-free 1-800-528-6050 ext. 
871 from anywhere in the U.S. 
[in Arizona, 1-955-9710, ext.871).
• Manufacturer's suggested retail value. Actual 
selling price is at the sole discretion of the indi 
vidual Fisher dealer.

FISHER
The first name in high fidelity.

CR4025

© 1378 FIsbw Corp.. Cliatswoitli, Cali (. 31311 Dolby is regisierod trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
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The Pygmy Cowboy: Less is More
Pound for pound, the Pygmy cowboy was perhaps the finest rodeo performer in the world. The problem was, of 

course, his size. He was forever trying to prove that he was as good as the makubi, the Big People. True, it always took 
four or five pygmies to do what one normal-sized cowboy could do, but no one worked at it with as much skill and sheer 
bravura. In the 1880s, a man named James Jigwa promoted the first cowboy shows in Africa and turned naturally to the 
pygmies as his stars. "They were cheap to hire and had this crazy desire to show they were better than us big fellas," said 
Jigwa- And so James "Buffalo Bamhutu" Jigwa began the first of his legendary Wild West African Rodeos, featuring "one 
hundred death-defying bantam cowboys in daring displays of riding, roping, rhino busting, and blowgun shooting." 
Jigwa's shows ushered in a golden age for the pygmy cowboys. Unfortunately, they fell prey to the temptations of easy 
success. Liquor, drugs, and the demands of big women were too much for these brave cowpokcs. Most of them died 
penniless, alcoholic, and ravaged by venereal diseases.
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The Hindu Cowboy: 
Day-tO'-Day Servicing 
of a God

The cowboy of Iiuli;i lived and died 
lor one purpose —to render his ser 
vices to the almighty ant! most su 
preme Brahmanybull,the great god of 
the Hindu. Cowboys were enlisted 
from the rank-; of the Unthinkables, a 
class below the Untouchables. As 
many as one hundred L'nthinkables 
would be assigned to attend to the 
slightest whim of a bull. It was all in 
the Natural Order of Things. When a 
visitor from abroad first saw a band ot 
cowboys carrying a bull from place to 
place, he asked the ranch foreman if 
the animal could not walk on 
his o\vn. "Oh my yes," s;iid the 
foreman-"But (hank Vishnu 
he doesn't have to."

The Eskimo Cowboy: On a Penguin Drive
"Chinchook! Chinchook!" cries the lead rider, and a typical penguin drive is off, going from Hooper Bay in the Bering 

Sea all the way to Point Barrow on the Arctic Ocean. The Eskimo cowboys followed thi- old Kodak Trail, named for the- 
old Kodak bears who also lumbered and rolled their way north to the icy Arctic wastes. It was a rough, grueling exist 
ence. Blubber and melted snow comprised their only meal. Ruthless penguin rustlers roamed the trail, and it was easy to 
get lost and become snowblind in the raging blizzards. By the time the drive got to Point Barrow, most of the penguins 
would run into the ocean and disappear. But the Eskimo cowboy never complained. The challenge of driving a herd of 
strange little birds for thousands of miles was enough to keep him going. Besides, he had nothing better to do. 

A sample of a typical Eskimo cowboy song sung on the trail: 
Git along, little pengic, gir along 
We got a long uwv to no 
Through the ice and the snoir 

d or vine !

"Rough translation by T. Carroll McMaster
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The Swedish Cowboy: Lonely, Tormented, Seeker of Eternal Truths
Most Swedish cowboys were aspiring movie directors who couldn't make it in the rough and tumble world of the 

Stockholm cinema. They became bitter, disappointed men, full of guilt, shame, anger, and other forms of torment pecul' 
iar to the Swedes, including saddle rash and boot boils. Out in the cattle country they could be alone with their 
thoughts. Thinking, philosophising, vind agonizing over the human condition were the main duties of the Swedish cow 
boy. The animals were neglected and allowed to roam free. To break up the bleakness of his life, the Swedish cowboy 
would either commit suicide, rape a tree, or mutilate a cow in a most horrible manner.

The Greek Cowboy: A 
Vanishing Breed

Thousands of years ago the Greek 
cowboy was in his full glory. But as 
the sheep replaced the cow as Greece's 
primary source of meat, the cowboy's 
role diminished. By the turn of the 
century, the Greek cowboy was re 
duced to becoming a stage performer 
who sang, danced, and did a few 
simple equestrian tricks. At best, he 
would be second on a nine-act vaude 
ville show. In the thirties, when 
movies and radio killed Greek vaude 
ville, the cowboy had nowhere to go 
but the circus or carnival, a bizarre 
life for a once-proud performer. 
Today, the few remaining cowboys 
drift around the countryside, some 
times singing for a few drachmas at a 

„ country taverna, or simply perform 
ing for children on a street corner. G
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ANYONE WHO REMEMBERS 
THE NATIONAL LAMPOON 
HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK

AND LAUGHS
WILL WANT TO IWE A COPY
OF NATIONAL LAMPOON'S

SUNDAY NEWSPAPFR PARODY

The pub 
lishers, editors, 
and writers who 
brought you the 
High School 
Yearbook parody. 
the most popular 
special edition of a 
men's magazine 
ever published, now 
bring you the perfect 
satire of everybody's 
Sunday newspaper, with 
major news articles, hometown features and 
news, syndicated and local columns—including 
gossip, homemaking, advice to the lovelorn, and 
political commentary—the Sunday funnies, 
a Sunday syndicated magazine section, a 
hometown advertising supplement, and 
a hometown living supplement.

A treasure to keep, read, and reread, right 
along with your High School Yearbook parody.

Limited edition, with protective cover, folded 
and in shrink-wrap, $4.95.

Harper's magazine called the High School 
Yearbook parody, "The greatest work of collective 
writing since the King James Bible."

Here's the greatest 
work of parody 

since the High 
School Yearbook 
parody.

Because of I he 
cost of producing 

this parody, which 
was nearly two years in the 

creating, it will be distributed only to 
select outlets. It is very possible thai you will not be 
able to find it in your area, but you can purchase 
if now through this advertisement.

National Lampoon, Dept. 
635 Madison Ave

New York, N.Y. IOC
Pleusp cenH me mpvfs
Lampoon's Sunday Newspaper 
copy is $4.95, which covers 
handling.
Name
A firings

Tify

S(;ile 7ip

NL6-78

)22 
) of National
Parody. Each 
postage and
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The Gunfight at the O.K. Corral Through History
oy i . j. Kourke

Directed by Peter Klemman 
Photographed by Phil Koenifj

Starring: 
Dick Scott as Wyatt Earp

With:
Mike- Agotflia
Randall Enos
Svh'ia Grant

Michael Gross
Bob Larkin

D.J. Murphy
Kichie Segedin
BeauWilliforJ

Also 
T.C. Carroll

and 
Bob Rakita

CAW we
COME OUr MOW?1 ARE 

THEY 6OME? HOPE WE 
ROWT6&T IW

HE'5 PEAC7. 
5 M£AN HE LOOKS UK6 
H£'5 t?eAP...50^

co/v\e see IP H&S

we 1
"TAUK-IO A LAWYER, 
VJVATT H16 {^VMIUV

ACOUPLE OF-fHSW...

The Earp brothers and "Doc" Holiday have a 
brief misunderstanding with the Clanton boys 
in downtown Tombstone, Arizona.
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"Oh, Sheriff Earp, the Frontier ia tamed now!!'

W YATY £AE P
"I'M (5OIN61Q KILL.V0U IW" 
COUP BLOOP OUT OF PLiRe 
VILUAIMY BECAUSE YOU'RE 

A Lg^ENP IN M3UR OVJM 
HER& (MTHE

TRIUMPH? WILL WVATT 
S 
OFT?"

Don't miss the next exciting episode of "Purple 
Ridersofthe Wild Corral."...
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From MCA Records 
the ultimate motion picture soundtrack album...

A deluxe 2-record set

MCA2-12000

Includes recordings by:

BOSTON 
JIMMY BUFFETT 
DOOBIE BROTHERS 
EAGLES
DAN FOGELBERG 
FOREIGNER 
BILLY JOEL 
RANDY MEISNER 
STEVE MILLER

TOM pCTTY ANDTHE
I VJ/V\ r U I I T HEARTBREAKER

QUEEN
LINDA RONSTADT
BOZ SCAGGS
BOB SEGER SILVER BULLET B

STEELY DAN 
JAMES TAYLOR 
JOE WALSH

,MCA RECORDS
©1976 by Universal City Studios, Inc.
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by Tod Carroll and John Hughes
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andin« TlCatching the Cows, Tying Them Up, and Branding Them

At no instance did the American cowboy evince his resourceful nature more 
obviously than roundup time, when relatively small outfits of men were 
charged with the task of capturing, confining, and branding hundreds of wary 
and usually resistive cattle in a single day. Although the familiar lassoing 
technique employed by one or more mounted wranglers enjoyed some popu 
larity, ir was by no mean.s the only or even the favorite procedure for .subjoin, 
a calf. Other common methods included:

HE TEXAS TOE TICKLER

— _} 7 Ik'ail/ iiippal i/if ro/)t' tciiJi 
siuiTftf — r«k/v /'»' /inoKlin^.

szt
THE HEIFER HOTEL

nijj/iT.v pi'opp 
a stick. Btitl u'ti.s

jailing hox imp/W t/u- ari/,~(is d hitlot'n L-mi'hoy remowd 
)>• pidJmj,' on a airing. Branding lui 

(( s»ki!l Itoit' i» flu1 siili* of flu1 |)o.v.

'^<&&S&^^
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THE BEEF BENDER

I A aiti/L' PHJK-/W ,SL'fR'i/\ Jilted r/u.' u'litt-r trough iri(/i i

2 Tht'cal/jjtH dnui/c. sumiblW into the trough, mid it'tis 
nud'tl, i/ it dkin'f .suirt <i /i.i;fil or tlirwic up.

THE DOGGIE HOGTIE

( )/[cuN'mts. ani'lxO's y»»mi it tuvcssurv to smi- 
/>/> UTt'stlt- ti ail/ if> t/it; ground, n/tcT irhic/i t/ie 

ti'd.s .vc»rtJ h tviiij; ft up u-i'r/i rope.

THE HIDE SLIDE

* I Grease ims poured HOTISS a jlat spot hi i/u1 mi if.

#2 RdTic/i hutufs »!(«•«/ in /iir i/tt- /mind Ivjorc the cat) ictis 
rfgiiin its /oorin^. Q

^^^&^^^
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10KHz
Power

THE SPARKOMATIC SOUND,
NOW THE TRAVEL!N'MAN CAN SEE 

GREAT CAR HIGH FIDELITY TAKE SHAPE
BEFORE HIS EYES.

For years you've been judging car high fidelity solely 
with your ears. Now, thanks to Sparkomatic AcoustaTrac^ 
you can also judge car sound with your eyes!

The AcoustaTrac is a graphic equalizer which features 
a visual response curve on an illuminated screen.

So while you're adjusting the sound of your car's stereo 
radio or tape deck to your personal listening tastes, you can 
actually see the amplifier response you've shaped. And with 
Sparkomatic's AcoustaTrac you can keep track of the 
shape your high fidelity is in.

Of course, as a power booster the AcoustaTrac is 
unparalleled at boosting audio output power while giving 
you total control to "mix" the bass, midrange and highs.

It features slide controls that allow you wide adjust 
ability of five different frequency bands. Plus 40 watt RMS 
stereo power, front-to-rear fader control, and a power indi 
cator light. Compact size (2"h x 6-3/I6"w x 6-1/2"d). Fits 
comfortably under-dash.

So if you want a graphic equalizer that lets you 
graphically see the beautiful sound you'll be hearing, 
get the Sparkomatic AcoustaTrac.
Patcni Pending

For the Ravelin'Man-
Car Sound/CB Equipment/Aulo Clocks.'Shliters/Creepers

For our free complete Car Sound Catalog write: "For The Travelin* Man", Dept. ML Sparkomatic Corporation, Milford, PA 18337.
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Two Magazines Designed For Everyone 
Who Looks Forward To Tomorrow!

• The Magical Techniques of 
Mowe & TV Special 
Effects —One installment 
each issue (includes behind- 
the-scenes photos and how-to 
diagrams)

• David Gerrold's Regular 
Column of Opinion on SF 
Media

• Susan Sackett's "Star Trek 
Report" — Up-to-the-Minute 
News Right From Rodden- 
berry's Office

• TV Episode Guides —Valuable 
Cast Lists, Credits & Plot 
Summaries to SF Series —Past 
&• Present

• Conventions, Computers, 
Classic Movies & Comics

• . . . and the Quickest, Most 
Comprehensive News 
Sources in the Fast-Action 
Worlds of Science Fiction!

lERlT&LIBRAHl
uld have these publi- 
most Melting educa 

tional toots you hava found for the sciences 
and humanities- For special class rates (25 or 
moral please writ* the publisher.

Eehind-the-Scenes at 
Movies & Television!

Space Science Experts!

New Products!

. . . All in These Two Top- 
Quality, 80-page, Glossy- 
Paper Magazines, Each 

Published 8 Times a Year 
(about 3 weeks apart).

SUBSCRIBE TODAY 
and start enjoying

TOMORROW!

• "Civilization in Space,"a Regular 
FUTURE Feature, Dramatizes the 
Problems and Values of Living 
Among the Stars

6 Jesco von Puttkamer and 
Other Top Scientists Discuss 
Explorations, Discoveries ft 
Innovations

• Publication Reviews, SF 
Graphics, & Hardware Reports

• Interviews: Fred Pohl, Arthur 
C- Clarke, Doug TrumbuH and 
AH the Great Visionaries of 
Science Fiction

• "Future Forum" Poses Ques 
tions for a Celebrity Roundtable

STARLOG is now the most potent advertising 
force in the science-fiction field. Send e note 
on your letterhead for e copy of our new rate 
card, and discover how economically the 
force can be with YOU!

Mail 10
STAHLOG, FUTURE Magazines
475 Park Avenue South 
New York, NY 10016

Enclosed S'__________________ 
(cash, check or money order)

Please allow sn weeks processing time belo'e fir si issue will 
be mailed Don I wanl to cur out ihis coupon' Send your 
order on a separate piece of paper

___ STAHLOG IU S & Canada) 
1 Year (8 issues! $10 98

___ FUTURE (U S &Canadal 
1 Year (8 issues! $1098

____ STARLOG IForeign. surface) 
1 Year 18 issues) SI 7 00

____ FUTURE (Foreign, surface) 
1 Year (8 issues! $17 00

NOTE Foreign Air Mail, add SI 50 (Europe tt South 
Arnsncalor $4 50 IS E Asia. Africa. Japan! 10 foreign sur 
face rate Foreign subscnprions must include U S funds 
onlv
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The world's finest 
cigarette papers. 
Best Quality, even burning, 
and now in all sizes.
Gel rid of the blues with Allotlo/Haynes/ 
Jeramlah's new album "Slippm Away" featur 
ing My Job gets rid ol frte blues.

JOB PAPERS BROUGHT TO YOU FROM FRANCE BY

If you'd like to size up some of our sizes, we II send 
you one pack JOB one 'point' two -five, two packs 
JOB one • point • live and one pack JOB double 
wide papers, all for only a dollar (to cover coat, 
postage and handling) 
Send to:
PAPERS. Adams Apple DistCo.Dept ML-6 
5100N Ravenswood,Chicago, IL60640

MS/MR/MRS

Address

DISTRIBUTING"COMPAN-y. __ 
CHICAGO 6 0 6 4 0 . Zip 1 AM OVER 21 YEARS OF AGE
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The Farmboys

T he farmboy came into his own-at the end of the Texas cattle drives in the late 1880s. Many 
years of cheap and abundant beef had created a great hunger for vegetables, chicken, and 
pork. New markets opened up overnight, all begging for more and different farm prod 
ucts, ll was then that the nudwestern landscape was fenced in and farms were created 

from the ponds and woods that had once supported vast flocks of ducks and families of squirrels. The 
farmboys tamed the Midwest. They broke her back with plows and planted her belly with cabbage.

A farmboy. called a "sod-buster," would "break" earlh with his plow. Behind him would follow 
other farmboys, who put difTerenl "brands" of seeds into the furrows. It was hard, monotonous 
work. They would walk the lonely fields for hours at a lime, facing pesky insects.

The farmboys heaviest work came in the lale summer during "roundup" time when he would 
go into the fields and round up all the crops and put them in baskets. Then the farmboys would 
start on the long "produce drives" to market. The drives sometimes took all afternoon, and there 
were dangers along the way, such as deep chuckholes.

After he had watered and weeded the crops, slopped the hogs, fed the chickens, and oiled the 
barn door hinges, the farmboy would relax in his bunkhouse, which he called "my house."

Farmboys derived tlieir charac 
teristic dress from the farmers of 
New Knglandand die East,and, 
although later much imitated, 
these clothes were originally de 
signed to be highly functional. 
The billed hat, called a cop, kept 
the sun off the farmboys head. 
The leather lace-up shoes, called 
worfa boots, protected his feel. A 
red handkerchief was used to 
mop his brow. The bib-fronted 
trousers, called overalls or farmer 
punts, kept manure and dirt off 
Ins shirts.

Ltitle Button on Top

Outside

Inside

TTie Other Side

Bottoi
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Fistfight at the 
A & K Feed Store

Wendell's Comers, Wisconsin, in 18M.

T he back-breaking work on the 
farm created a rough breed of 

man. A Farmboy who was quick 
with his fists was respected by all. 
The Midwest was a place where 
the nearest law might be blocks 
away and iislfights were a common 
way of settling differences.

Probably the most famous fist- 
fight took place at the A&K Feed 
Store in Wendell's Corners, Wis 
consin, in 1890. The Borgerson 
brothers, Gustav, Arne, and Kyle, 
and a veterinarian friend, Dr. 
Wooster, weni in the A&K Feed 
Store to buy cucumber seed. The 
owners of the store, Zedekiah and 
Asa Fife, refused to sell the seed at 
a pnce they had allegedly quoted a 
week earlier. Kyle Borgerson told 
Asa Fife to step outside. Two 
fnends of the Fifes, Frank and Her 
bert Eggenhoffer, joined the men as 
they spilled into the street, pulling 
off their coats and squaring off for 
die showdown. In a few minutes, it 
was over. Asa Fife was sprawled in 
the street, suffering from a bloody 
nose. Herbert F_,§genhoffet cauglil 
Doc Wooster s punch in the stom 
ach, reeled back against the store 
wall, and tore his coal. Frank Eg 
genhoffer managed to bend Gustav 
Borgerson's glasses and np his collar 
before Arne Borgerson slapped 
him and kicked his shins. Many 
years later, Kyle Borgerson wrote in 
his biography: "The Fifes wanted 
us to pay their cleaning bills, but we 
told them to go straight to 
tarnation!"

EVENBLUEGIRLS
continued from page -H

"Little Sure Shot" and in so doing 
added ro our dear Annie's confusion 
about herself. Sitting Bull joined 
Cody's show, in fact, because he was 
told that Annie was part of the 
troupe. Only then did he sign up for 
a four-month hitch at fifty dollars 
per week.

(But what of Dr. Weiner? All the 
readers of E.B.G.TC. are clamoring 
for the appearance of this rake, this 
devilishly winning fellow. Patience, 
readers.)

Annie was growing more dis 
traught by the day. Frank was a good 
husband, and business never inter 
fered with their private life. But 
when she asked him, "Frank, who 
am [?" all he could answer was, 
"Why, you're Annie Oakley, dar- 
lin'." It didn't help.

Perhaps that's why she spent so 
much time with the Chief. At his 
knee, she found someone whose 
quietly growing despair matched her 
own. Sitting Bull was one of the last 
of the great Sioux leaders. He knew 
his people had lost their war with 
the white man. (The author wishes 
to state here and now that lie thinks 
the white man's destruction of the

red man's way of life was a terrible 
thing. The author's theory is that it 
had a lot to do with the white man 
coming from a meat-eating culture, 
but there's not space enough to fully 
expound on this here. Look for it in 
the author's next book, if he writes 
one. As if he won't—God, but the 
author is outrageous!) And so the 
two of them had long conversations, 
rnarathon sessions of commisera 
tion, like two double-you's asking 
each other why they're not called 
double-vee's.

"I'm a man in a woman's body, 
Chief)' Annie might say.

"You!" he'd reply. "You think you 
got troubles! I'm a remnant of a dead 
civilization. 1 go to Washington to 
complain, they laugh in my face. I go 
on a national tour to take my case to 
the people, they all want autographs 
like I'm Ned Buntline the writer. I 
try to go back to my village, the old 
folks are all dead, killed in the wars 
with the Army, and the young ones 
all spit on my shadow and call me an 
Uncle Tom-tom."

Then Annie might shake her 
head. "Neither of us can keep up 
with our changing society."

"And another thing," the Chief
continued on pagp 96

The first all-illustrated 
heroic fantasy epic!

79016 
$5.95

From the ashes of 
holocaust, a sweeping 
science fiction fantasy 
about the rise and fall 
of civilization after a 
massive nuclear cata 
clysm. 77w> First 
Kingdom by Jack 
Katz.

AWALLABYt^BOOK
PUBLISHED & DISTRIBUTED BY POCKET BOOKS
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FROM

PSYCHOROCK: Five stories by Sergio Macedo that 
have made him a cult figure wherever people have 
seen the sky rip open and intergalactic bikers battle 
android overlords for the favors of goddess-groupies 
to the sound of punk rock. Sixty-four pages in black 
and white with a bizarre four-color cover. Large size 
11" by 9". $3.95. HM4010

ARZACH: All four of the brilliant, full-color adventures 
of Moebius's pterodactyl-riding hero, acclaimed as 
works of genius when they appeared in the first 
issues of Heavy Metal magazine. Plus the amazing, 
animated story of the man who cracked the Cosmic 
Egg. Sixty-four pages including thirty-two of perhaps 
the most astounding color you will ever see on paper. 
$6.95. HM4011

CANDICE AT SEA: A new comic heroine, in the great 
tradition of Barbarella, Phoebe Zeitgeist, and Mod 
esty Blaise,Candice, who can't seem to find a thing to 
wear, is shanghaied, plundered, keelhauled, and 
otherwise entertained for sixty-four pages of n autical 
insanity in perhaps the sexiest black and white ever 
drawn. Heavy chrome coat cover. 9" by 11". $3.95. 
HM4012
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CONQUERING ARMIES: From Heavy Metal maga 
zine, the dream epic of fierce horsemen who have 
never lost a battle and never won a war, who have 
always come and gone and who will always return. 
Script by Metat Hurfant editor Jean-Pierre Dionnet, 
with magnificently detailed black and white art by 
the mysterious Gal. Large size 9%" x 13%". $4.95. 
HM4013

ULYSSES, PART I: Art and text by Lob and Richard 
(who broughtyou CandiceatSea), based on the story 
by Homer (who brought you the Iliad). The brave 
Ulysses pits his strength and wit against gods with the 
morals of movie producers and goddesses with the 
morals of movie starlets as he makes his way home 
across the universe. Certain to have been a classic. 
Full color. 9" x 11". $6.95. HM4014

IS MAN GOOD?: From Heavy Metal's first year, the 
collected full-color Moebius, including the sixteen- 
page space-spy saga, "The Long Tomorrow," the 
beautiful "Ballade," the eerie "Small Universe," and 
the utterly grotesque title story. This fifty-six page 
book includes,all the covers, one-pagers, jokes, 
nightmares and endpapers done so far by Moebius, 
Heavy Metal's most acclaimed author-artist. Full- 
color illustrations throughout. 9" x 11". $5.95. 
HM4015

HEAVY METAL BOOKS, Dept. NL-6-78 
635 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Please send me the book bargains circled below.
Please add 60C per title for postage and shipping charges.
Enclosed find $ ............Send check or money order only.
Payable to HEAVY METAL BOOKS.
Sales Tax: For delivery in N.Y.C., add 8%. For delivery else 
where in New York State, add 6%.
H HM4010 Q HM4011 fj HM4012 
Q HM4013 fj HM4014 P HM4015

Name.... 

Address.

(Please print)

City. .State. .Zip.
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MARCH, 1972/ESCAPE! With Hitler in Paradise. Ihe Calilorma Supptemeni. ceiebnly suicide notes 
Ihe Pgpillon parody. Swan Song ol Ihe Open Road. anO doing il with dolphins 
APWL, 1972/25TH ANNIVERSARY: Vihln me 58 Bulgemobiies. The Playboy Fallout Shelter Com 
miePlotComics.FronllineDentists Third Base Ihe Dating Newspaper, ana Amos n Andy 
MAY. 1972/MEW! With HOW to Score with Chicks. The Men's Pages. Germame Sprllame. Stacked Like 
Me. Notrnan the Barbarian, and Ihe Zircon as B;g as Ihe Tart
JULY, 1972/SURPRISB With Third World Comics. theReiugee Pages. Ihe Little Back Book ol Chair 
man Mao, How lo Be a He-Wan. Sermoneite. and Col Jingos Book ol Big Ships 
AUGUST. 1972/THE MIRACLE OF DEMOCRACY: Wilh T.ue Polmcs magazine. The Coronation ol 
King Dick Gahan Wilson s Miracle of Senionly. and Tales or Ihe South cotnics 
SEPTEMBER, 1972/BOREDOM: With The Wide World ol Meal. Our While Haulage. Bland Hotel. Ihe 
I Chink. Nabonal Geographic pa«My. and Ihe Presidents Brother comic
OCTOBER, 1972/fiEMEMBEft THOSE FABULOUS SIXTIES? Wilh Bob Dylan ana Joan Baez in 
Zimrnerman comics. Tom Wolle rn Watts ano a long-suppressed Rolling Stones album 
NOVEMBER, 1972/DECADENCE; Wilh Sgi Stivers Bleeding Heads Cluo Band Defeat Day Ihe 
Meat Chess Set. Ihe Felish Supplement and Adiai Sleverison in Rernnanis-of-Digniiy Comics 
DECEMBER, »72/EASTEfl: With Son-o -God comics = 2. Chns Miller s Gill of the Magi. Great 
Moments in Chess, DiplomaliC Etiquette, and Ihe Special Irish Supplemeni
JANUARY. 1973/DEATH: With The Adventures ol Oeadman. PiayOeaa magazine Children's Suicide 
Leiters lo Santa, the Last-Ax) Kit plus Boboie Fisher Snows You How to Beat Deaih 
APRIL, 1973/PREJUDfCE: With Anti-Oulcn Hate Literature. All in de Fambly. The Shame ol Ihe 
North, ProMes in Chopped Liver. Surprise Poster = 4. and/i-o/y magazine
MAY, 197 3/FRAUD; Wilh Ihe Miracle Monopoly Cheating Kit. Borrow This BooK, The Privileged Indi 
vidual Income Tax Relurn. and Gahan Wilson s Curse ol Ihe Mandarin
JUNE, »73/VIOLENCE: With Ihe Seven Secrel Japanese Techniques ot Sell Delense, Kit n Ka- 
toodleComics. Gun LustMaqafine ana Rodrigues" Hemophunnies
JULY, 1973/SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: W.lh Popular Workbench. Techno-Tactics. Non-Pollul- 
ing Power Sources. National Science Fair Projects, and the Jersey City Exposition of Progress In 
dustry & Freedom
AUGUST, 1973/STRANGE BELIEFS: Wilh Psychology Today parody, Son-o'-God Comics =3 
Gahan Wilson's Strange Betels ol Children, and RuOmgton s Fuzz Against Bunk 
SEPTEMBER, »73/POSTWAH: Wilh Life parody. Nazi Regalia lor Gracious Living. Whuedove 
comics. Vichy Supplemeni. Guerre Magazine, and Mililaiy Trading Cards
NOVEMBER, 1S73/SPORTS: With Sports illustrated pa/ody. Character Building Comics Doc 
TeerieysScrapbccKolSponsOddflies.SpeciatlySpons Magazines 1976 Olympic Preview Al Tan 
trum' O Neii sTemper Ties, and Bai Day
MAftCH, 1974/STUPiD: With the STupx) Aptitude Tesl. Kancer Kaie Kosmetics. The Stupid Group 
and SlupKl News & WoM Report
APRIL. «7«/TRAVEL With Gahan Wilsons Paranoti Abroad. Aimne Magazine. Amish in Space 
RMS Tyrannic" Brochure. 148 Countries You Can't Visit, and Welcome to Cheesedurg 
JULY, 1974/DESSERT: Wrlh Famine Circle Magazine. Gahan Wilson s Baby Food. Corporate Farm 
ers" Almanac. Rodrigues" Gastronomique Comique. and Guns anrJSantJwches Magazine 
AUGUST, 1974/ISOLATKJNISM AND TOOTH CARE: Wilh Agnew s A Very Sizable Advance. Seea 
Magazine. Executive Deleled. Soul Dunks. Surprise Poster = 7 and True Menu 
SEPTEMBER, 1974/OLD AGE: With Unexciting Stones. Rodrigues' Senior Sex. Old Ladies Home 
Journal, and Batlan Comes.
OCTOBER, t9n/PUBESCENCE: Wilh VO Comes. Nancy Drew Meets Patty Hearst. Masturba - 
lion Funnies, and Tampon Period Piece
NOVEMBER, 1974/CIVICS: With The Rockefeller AdColteclwn. Prison Farm.Conslilulional Comics 
ar>d Watergate Down
JANUARY, 1975/NO ISSUE: With Negligent Mother Magazine. Bruce McCall's Zeppelin First High 
Comics. Watergate Trivia Tesi and Night ol Ihe Iceless Capades
FEBRUARY. 1975/LOVE AND ROMANCE: With American Bride Magazine. Going Down and Get- 
ling Oil with Brando. Histona Oe Amor. An Evening at Dingleoernes. and The St Valentine's Day 
Massacre
MARCH. 1975/GOOD-BYE TO ALL THAT: With Barbar anO His Enemies Gone with the Wind ?5 
Englandland. The "75 NoDels. The Hotel Throckmonon. ano The New Yorker Parody 
APRIL, 197S/CAH SICKNESS: With Warm HQO Magazine Henry Ford's Diary Beep the Bad Little 
Bus. The 1906 Bulge Buggies. The Tunnel Policemen's Ball, ant) Gahan Wilson's Shoes 
MAY, 1975/MEDICINE: With National Sore. Terminal Flatulence. Blue Cross in Peace and War. Rodri 
gues' Comedos, and Our Wonderful Bodies
JULY, W75/3-D ENTERTAINMENT: Wilh FagHag Mag. The Vespers ol 1610, Hollywood Hooray. 
Mel Brooks is God. Airport 69. and Glitter Bums
AUGUST, 1975/JUSTICE: With the Rockelelier Attica Repon. Code ol Hammuraoi. Omen's Arrest 
Magazine Inherit Then Wind, and World Night Court
SEPTEMBER, 197S/BACK TO COLLEGE: With me vassar YearQook, Football Preview Schoiasnc 
Scams. Academic Pioys. and Ihe Esquire Parody
NOVEMBER, 1975/WOHK: With Ferdinand Ihe Bulldozer. The Kitchens ot Sara Lee Trail ot Tiers 
Shirking and Hue Ihe Handicapped
DECEMBER. 1975/ MONEY: With The Great Price War. Entrepreneurs, and a Fortune parody 
JANUARY, 1976/SECRET ISSUE: With Jackies Date with Desnny. Tfie We^v York Review ol BOOKS 
parody IRA Comics. Couched m Secrecy, and The Consdnnq Photographer 
APRIL, 1976/SPOHTS: Wilh Dogtishmg. Silver Joe*. The Glory ot Their Hindsight. Ihe US Olympic 
Handbook, and The Puck Stops Here
MAY, 1976/TOREIGNcRS: With The Times ol Indira Foreigners around the World. EEC. Whatever 
Happened to Vielsitsnarne. and the Culture Vullures section
JUNE, 1»7e/7«ti ANNIVERSARY: With Kelauvei High School Reunion. The Story ot Douglas Air 
craft Chris Miller s Ai the Movies Canadian Weakly, and anolher Bern* Xpose.

SEPTEMBER. 1978/ THE LATEST ISSUE: With a complete list ol Bad Words. Western Romance 
Part Three. Biave Dog Magazine, and the return ol bolh Uncle Buckle and cat hammerer

OCTOBER. 1976 /THE FUNNY PAGES: With a tour-page, tun color Nuis. the Aesop Brothers on 
honeymoon. Verman. Sherman Ihe Tank. Odd Bodkins, and dozens ot other comics and cartoons 
NOVEMBER, 1976/SPEC1AL ELECTION YEAft ISSUE: Is Demociacy l«etf> The compffiw story 01 
ttie Townville campaign, starring Ford and Carter tooK-aiikes, with the traditional Bribery, corruption 
and natural gas
JANUARY. 1977/SUflERRE ISSUE: With Those Lazy Haiy. Crazy Final Days, lots ol hilarious car 
toons, sight gags, comes, and ihe SCienternttc American parody
EEBRUARY, 1977/KENNEDY HEINAUGUHAL ISSUE: Wild JFK's First 6,000 Days (1962-1976). 
me Village Voice parody. War in Ireland and ihe Jackie Memorial
MARCH, 1977/SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: Wilh Porsonous Junk. Stutl That Blows Up. and 
Large Dangerous Things That Go Fast
APRIL. 1977/RIPPiNG THE UD OFF TV!: With T-Bird and Monza. TV magazine. Monday Nighl 
Steeo. PBS Concordance and Dinah's Dumper
MAY, W77/GAYISH; With Belle' Homes ana Closets magazine. Froois—An Oral Hslory. a report on 
Navaiomos. Goddam Faggols 1 by Rodrigues. and Ihe Truman Capote parody 
JUNE, T977/CAHEEHS: With mercenaries, welbacks. guidance counselors, summer jobs, place 
ment tests, university by mail. Sussman'sgel rich tips, and Sam Gross
JULY, 1977/SEK: With the inevitaPle Hite Report parody. Whal Every Young Woman Should Know, 
porn (ticks, skin books, stroke mags, and the Last True-Lite Western Romance 
AUGUST. 1977/CHEAP THRILLS: With Wasted Times magazine. More Tales of Uncle Mike. Can I 
get a job al the National Lampoon 7 Sleeping with theSlars. and Kicte
SEPTEMBER. 1977/OAOW UP!: Wilh Jhe rwallh lacis. insurance madness. Gidgel Goes Senile, a 
guide to adulls, and Gahan Wilson's Grown-ups Can Do Anything.
OCTOBER. 1977/BEATLES!: With Mersey Moplop faverave Fabgearbeat Magazine. Beat the 
Mealies. Ihe unreleased alDums ot John. George. Ringo, Paul, and Frank Sinalra. and the authentic 
McCadney autopsy report.
NOVEMBER, 1977/UFESTYLES: With Best Medical Flea Markel. Busting Out ot Suburbia. Orgas 
mic Backlash. White Rastatanans. and Best Nearoes in New York
OtCEMBEH, 1977/CHRISTMAS IN DECEMBER: W.lh the death, ol Santa Claus alternate 
good tasie covers, caras. presents, and the Texas Supplemeni
JANUARY, 1978/THE ROLE OF SEX IN HISTORY: With ihe Socratic Monologue Sex in An 
cient China, the Cretins, and ihe 6 Blunders ol the Ancient World
FEBRUARY, 197B/SPRING FASCISM PREVIEW: With WafcnaJ Socialist Review, the Toronto Sup 
plement, Euronazis. The Real Adolf Hitter, and Fascist Food.
MARCH, 1978/CRIME AND PUNISHMENT: With Short Hairs, the History ot Crime in the Cin 
ema, the Maltese Canary, Poinlless... Crimes, and Just Deserts.
APRIL, 197B/SPR1NG CLEANING: With the Birds of Ireland. Ihe New York Supplement, four-color 
comics by Rodngues, Wilson. Flenniken. and Browne. ana1 the Autorama

MAY, 1978/FAMILIES: Wilh Ihe Spnlz Family Rubinstein, a Nancy Drew parody "Ho« Old I Gel Here''" 
Farm s FerMe View and the debul ol Cl3«e Brelecher

THE NATIONAL LAMPOON
Dept. NL 678 635 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y 50022 
Send me the following;
No otcop'es issue
____ Mar 1972
____ Apr 197?
____ May 197?.
_____ July 197?
______ Aug 1972
____ Sepi 197?
______ Oct 197?
_____ Nov. 1972
———— Dec 1972
____ Jan 1973
————— Apr. 1973
_____ May. 1973
————— June 1973
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_____ Sept 1973
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This amount covers purchase plus shipping and handling. 

My Name__________________________________
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Ituc 
Facts

• At seven o'clock on a 
Tuesday morning, Margret 
Radovich. fifty, of Home- 
wood, Illinois, shot her hus 
band Theodore, fifty-six, 
twice in the chest while he 
slept. Some time later she 
got into the bed herself and 
fell asleep. Theodore re 
gained consciousness about 
3:00 A.M. on Wednesday and, 
finding his wife next to him, 
pulled the gun out of her 
hand and shot her once in 
each leg. He then attempted 
to throw the gun out a win 
dow, but it fell back into the 
room. Mrs. Radovich found 
and reloaded the gun.

While Mr. Radovich 
crawled into another part of 
the house, she crawled after 
him and shot, him in the 
mouth. He managed to crawl 
away, and she then shot her 
self while he broke a win 
dow and called for help.

Police found Mrs. Radov 
ich on the floor, but before 
they could reach her she 
took one more shot, at her 
husband. The shot missed 
and she fell. dead. Ncwsday 
{contributed by Michael 
Jaccarino)

• Orange County. California. 
Superior Court has ordered a 
local hospital to pay $250.000 
to a Huntington Beach 
woman who suffered "perma 
nent lung damage following 
an improperly administered 
enema." Los Angeles Herald 
Examiner (contributed by 
Phit Worley)

• A retired German army of 
ficer was hospitalized in Co 
logne as a result of skin 
infections caused by wearing 
military medals pinned to his 
naked chest. The officer 
served in the WW II Wehr- 
macht and in the West Ger 
man Bundeswehr and had

reportedly found it difficult 
to adjust to civilian life. His 
wife told doctors that he 
wore the iron cross and simi 
lar decorations to bed and 
ran up the flag in their bed 
room. Manila Philippines 
Times Journal (contributed 
by Mike McCann)

• It took seventy Tokyo po 
lice to subdue ten drunken 
members of a Japanese col 
lege judo team as they ram 
paged through a downtown 
city street. During the melee, 
the athletes assaulted three 
workmen for "glaring" at 
them, and battered a twenty-

four-year-old restaurant cook 
because he wore an unattrac 
tive Hawaiian shirt. Hono 
lulu Advertiser (contributed 
by John Fujiyoshi)

• Mr. and Mrs. Victor Roy III 
of Louisiana instituted legal 
proceedings against the 
South Central Bell Telephone 
Company, alleging a com 
pany repairman failed Co re 
port to the Roys' home at the 
specified time. The Roys' 
complaint stated the incon 
venience caused the plain 
tiffs to be placed in a "terrible 
mood," occasioning family 
bickering and a canned chili
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dinner. The couple made a 
demand of $500, which sum 
they had spent on a weekend 
trip to New Orleans to alle 
viate their depression. Chi 
cago Sun Times {contributed 
by Bill Frantz)

• An estimated fifty women 
were tricked into exposing 
their breasts in public by a 
Minneapolis phone caller be 
fore he was arrested and 
bound over for psychiatric 
evaluation.

"Dr. Dirty," as he was 
dubbed by the police, would 
call up mothers who were 
awaiting the results of blood 
tests performed on their 
newborn infants and tell 
them he was a supervising 
physician. Dr. Dirty asserted 
the babies were ill. and had 
to be breast fed to recover. 
He then instructed his vic 
tims to manipulate their 
breasts in front of a mirror 
while describing the sensa 
tion to him. Finally, a treat 
ment of "embarrassment" 
was prescribed, wherein the 
molhors were told they must 
increase the flow of their 
milk by placing themselves 
in a suitably disconcerting 
situation, such as publicly 
exposing their breasts.

The caller required the 
women to cut the trunk sec 
tion off a pair of pantyhose, 
pull it up over their torsos, 
allowing the nipples to pro 
trude through holes cut in 
the fabric, and then walk to 
shopping centers, hospitals, 
or other crowded places. 
There, a "doctor" would sup 
posedly meet the women in 
their sufficiently embar 
rassed states and render the 
conclusion of his treatment.

Dr. Dirty is in his forties 
and lives with his wife and 
children. AP (contributed by 
Jon Fundingsand)
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Here are the endings to some 
things which you 'd only read 
or sit through to find out the 
endings.
BOOKS
The tinman Factor by Gra 
ham Greene: The leak in sec 
tion <5A of the British Secret 
Service is discovered, but the 
wrong man, Davis. is mur 
dered by Dr. IV r c i v ;i I e. 
Castle, the real double agent, 
defects lo Russia,where he 
must live without ihe wife 
and child he adores.

Bloodline by Sidney Sheklon; 
Elizabeth Roffe becomes 
head of the pharmaceutical 
empire when her father dies, 
realizes her family is plotting 
against her, and marries 
Rhys Williams,her father's 
right-hand man. She discov 
ers her father was murdered, 
becomes the target of assas 
sins herself, and eventually 
finds out thai her trusted 
cousin. Sir Alec Niehols. is 
the real villain.

MOVIES
Straight Time: Dustin Hoff- 
man meets a nice girl after 
being released from prison, 
but is driven back to crime 
by a swinish parole officer. 
The girl stands by him as he 
jumps parole, pulls rob 
beries, kills a cop and a dis 
loyal accomplice, and leaves 
him only when he puts her 
on a bus for home and heads 
off into the desert to escape 
the law.

A n Vn married Woman: 
After her stockbroker hus 
band leaves her for a 
younger woman. Jill 
C1a y b ur g h w an d e r s the 
streets of New York throwing 
up in trash cans. She eventu 
ally gels it together with the 
help of a therapist and has an 
affair with Alan Bates. In the 
end her husband returns, but 
she rejects him and Bates for 
a life of independence,

The Big Sleep: Private eye 
Robert Mitchum is hired by 
d y ing m i 11 i o n a i r c J a m e s 
Stewart to locate the old

mans missing son-in-law. The 
d e I e c t i v e discovers that 
Stewart's younger daughter 
murdered her brother-in-law 
after he spurned her sexual 
advances. He allows the old 
man to die in peace, unaware 
of the real truth of the son-in- 
law's disappearance.

The l-'ury: Kirk Douglas em 
ploys psychic Carrie Snod- 
grass to help find his psychic 
son, who is being held by 
John Cassavetes. In the end. 
the boy unleashes his powers 
in a fury. lie kills his father 
and himself, and Snodgrass 
dcslrovs Cassaveles.

"It seems an absolute 
witch hunt. They're after 
h i m b e c a use h e's rich, 
famous, and completely bril 
liant, it's sounjust-"

-Jacqucline Bisset. re di 
rector Roman Pohuiski. in H' 
(a N'ew York fashion industry 
gossip sheet).

"Il may sound callous, but 
in a free economy where 
people have to pay for psy 
chiatric care out of their own 
pockets, the fact that such 
care is expensive can be a 
way of differentiating be-

Great Inventions of the 
Recent Past

Mrs. \'era Leonard, a staff nurse at \\eslcy Long Hospital in 
Greensboro, \'or(h Carolina, demonstrates her baby eraeualwn 
goH'ii, to he used for eracualing babies in ease babies need ti> be 
eracnatcd. I'atent is pending.

tween those who really want 
a n d n e e d t r e a t m e n l a n d 
those who might like it but 
don't think it's too important 
lo them."

- Dr. Jonas Robitshcer. in 
terviewed in "Do Psy 
chiatrists Have Too Much 
Power?" I'.S. .\'eics and World 
Kc/wt. February 27, 197*.

"Do you feel guilt for liv 
ing well, while the pour gin- 
can only watch?"

Neinian looks shocked at 
the question. "No. I'm not 
guilty at all. I'm working for 
Ilien/'. It's not easy to be in at 
tendance at these things all 
the time. When I go lo a snob 
occasion, the working-class 
slob is there too, because I 
lake my background with 
me. I never put down a 
waiter...of course, I won't put 
up with any shit if he's rude.

"It's not easy at all." LeHoy, 
says. "1 have rules i live by. i 
am very wary of yachts. I 
don't go on weekends on 
great estates. I don't go to 
parties around acquisitions 
of one of my paintings, I stay 
away from condominiums 
and ski resorts. It's not easy 
having these things."

-LcKoy Neiman. inter 
viewed by Robert Ward in 
"The Playboy of the Western 
Art World." ,\'eu' Times. Feb- 
rury (i. 1978.

"There is no such thing as 
organized crime."

-Meyer Lansky. in "Meyer 
Lansky Speaks Out." by Milt 
Sosin. The Atlanta Journal 
and The Atlanta Constitution 
"Weekend" section. K'bruary 
11.1978.

"That magazine article 
was the moral equivalent of 
murdering 6 million Jews!"

-an unnamed "famous 
Hollywood producer" com 
menting on a Sunday .\'eie 
York Times Magazine story 
about the David Begelman 
forgery scandle at Columbia 
pictures, as reported by col 
umnist Liz Smith. \cic York 
Dailv \cifs. March 17. 197.S.
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The National Lampoon 
True Section lias obtained, 
from anonymous sources. 
copies of Federal Bureau nf In 
vestigation files on best-wiling 
iiot'eli'st Taylnr Caldwell. Miss 
Cf/ldiuell. whose "Ime name." 
according to the FIH. "is Mrs. 
Janet T C. Rehack." is the au 
thor of The Earth Is the 
Lord's. Captains and Kings. 
and <i number of other popu 
lar icorks. The following is a 
synopsis of the material in 
these files, and all quotes 
herein are taken directly from 
them. In presenting tin's infor 
mation we certainly presume 
no judgment of Miss Cald 
well. and God only knows how 
we'd even begin to judge the 
FBI.

FBI files on Miss Caldwell 
apparently date back to at 
least !%(). when she was in 
terviewed by a special agent 
of the Bureau in connection 
with a piece she wrote for 
The American Mercury in 
which she "alleged that an 
unnamed. American-born 
distinguished professor, in 
one of the large universities, 
was a Communist." Without 
explaining why such a story 
should need investigation, 
the FBI states. "When an at 
tempt was made by a Special 
Agent of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation to arrange 
an interview with Miss Cald- 
well concerning this story, 
her husband. Marcus Re- 
back, a former official of the 
United Slates Immigration 
and Naturalization Ser 
vice...staled it would serve 
no purpose for the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation to in 
terview Miss Caldwell re 
garding the article in 'The 
American Mercury' because 
the unnamed professor was 
non-existent, a figment of 
Miss Caldwells imagination 
and a hypothetical situation 
employed by Miss Caldwell 
to provoke public opinion."

On another occasion, in 
September of I9(i-t, the Bu 
reau sought lo investigate 
some other, unspecified, mat 
ter concerning Miss Caldwell

and entered the following no 
tation into her file: "...when 
Miss Caldwell was being in 
terviewed by a Special Agent 
of the Federal Bureau of In 
vestigation in the presence 
of her husband concerning 
an occurrence she had 
brought to the attention of 
the Federal Bureau of In 
vestigation. Miss Caldwells 
husband Hally stated that the 
true circumstances of the oc 
currence were completely 
different from the version 
given by Miss Caldwell, after 
which the latter materially 
modified her earlier 
statement."

Then, on June \. 1%H. 
shortly after the assassina 
tion of Martin Luther King, 
the Buffalo olfice of the FBI 
received a letter from Miss 
Caldwell in which she stated 
that a "terrified Negro busi 
nessman" friend of hers in 
New York had written to her 
the previous October and 
warned her that a "promi 
nent Negro leader" was to be 
assassinated "or at least 
badly injured" in early I%H. 
The purpose of this assault 
was to be to start "nation 
wide riots against 'right 
wing extremists.'" She then 
said that her friend had now 
written to her again to say- 
that something even worse 
was going to happen soon.

An FBI agent called Miss 
Caldwell on the day that the 
letter w a s r e c e i v e d a n d 
asked her to forward her 
friend's correspondence to 
Ihe Bureau. The "telephonic 
interview" between Miss 
Caldwell and the agent was 
thus, in part, summarized: 
"She first replied that this 
would be a violation of her 
[) r o in i s e to d e s t r o y b e r 
friend's letters. She then 
stated possibly she could 
Xerox the letters, and send 
the Xerox copies to the 
FBI and then destroy the 
originals, which would mean 
she was honoring her prom 
ise. Finally she stated that 
doing this would bother her 
conscience. ..."

The next day Robert Ken 
nedy was assassinated. And

the day after that. Miss Cald 
well caljed the FBI to say 
that after her June I conver 
sation with the Bureau agent 
she bad gone outside to plant 
flowers, and that while she 
was so engaged a young 
Negro man had riden up on a 
motorbike and said: "'Did 
you tell the Secret Service 
what our friend in New York 
wanted you tolell them?'

"Miss Caldwell said she re 
plied. 'You mean about the 
Negro woman?'

"The young man allegedly 
said. 'No! No! You've got that 
mixed up.'

"Miss Caldwell allegedly 
replied. 1 ! told the FBI.'

"The young Negro man 
then allegedly replied. 'You 
should have told the Secret 
Service. Anyway, it's too late 
now!"

The FBI attached the fol 
lowing note to its record of 
this conversation: "Miss 
Caldwell is now attempting 
to twist information recently 
furnished by her as evidenc 
ing advance information con 
cerning the death of Senator 
Kennedy, despite available 
facts set forth in referenced 
LHM [apparently an acro 
nym for a type of FBI file or 
in Ira-Bureau com muni ca 
tion] definitely indicating 
otherwise." And, in a cov 
ering letter attached to the 
dies which we received, that 
agency further notes:

"The [attached] commu 
nications and a review of 
Buffalo Office files reflect 
that Taylor Caldwell... is a 
world famous novelist, that 
she is an inveterate letter 
writer, possessed of a vivid 
imagination, and is inclined 
to intermingle fact with fic 
tion indiscriminately.... No 
action, other than possible 
dissemination at the Seat of 
Government... is recom 
mended, on the basis that 
prior experience with Miss 
Caldwell reflects she is un 
reliable and possibly 
demented."

The True Section s best 
wishes go out to both sides of 
this interesting relationship.

The following query ap 
peared in the Providence. 
Rhode Island, Journal's "Ac 
tion Line" column:

Q. My problem stems from 
a homicide. The victim was 
my wife, who was employed 
at Providence Police Mead- 
quarters for about three 
years until her death in 1976. 
Since then. I have been de 
tained at the Adult Correc 
tional Institution. The issue 
in question is her pension 
plan, into which she paid on 
a weekly basis. To whom do I 
apply to get a copy of her ac 
count and how can 1 acquire 
the money in her account?

A.I).. Cranston

"A.!).." it seems, is serving 
forty years for second degree 
murder as the result of his 
wife's death. The Journal 
pointed out that it was un 
likely that he would be eli 
gible to collect anything 
!rom the pension fund.
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You Are Helplessly 
Hypnotized!

Now.
Do not struggle. Read this ad. 

It is about some of Advent's stereo equipment, which is terrific.
For ejemplo, if you need 
a fantastically good 
speaker for only $129"- 
$159* (depending on 
cabinet finish and how 
far it's been shipped), 
here is the New Advent 
Loudspeaker —a new 
version of this country's 
most popular and imi 
tated speaker over the 
past few years. It covers 
the whole audible fre 
quency range as snugly 
as a down sleeping bag, 
and will cause you to 
sing and dance as never 
before.

You can also chant and/or boogie (depending on 
your guru) to a pair of even newer speakers, the 
Advent/1's. They cost less ($100* to $126- each, 
depending on aforementioned considerations) and 
are smaller, but they have veiy similar overall per-

GENUINE SIMULATED 
PICTURE OF ADVENT/l's

formance. These speakers are so good for the money 
that we are tempted to keep them all for ourselves 
and Uncle Marvint, whom we like a lot.

And when it comes to the dear vehicle you pol 
lute down the road in, you can and must hear a
"Suggested price, subject to change without notice.

pair of Advent EQ-1 
powered, equalized car 
speakers. They are the 
first speakers thoroughly 
engineered to sound 
right in a car. And if 
they don't win the Nobel 
Car Speaker prize, you 
can bet the whole thing 
is rigged. The cost (pif 
fling) is $180*.

So. You will wake up 
and remember all this. 
Right now!

Hello there. And thank you.
tUncle Marvin is always inviting us down to his fun-filled tropical 
paradise, Cannabis Sativa. You would like him too.

To: Advent Corporation, 195 Albany Street, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

D Yes, I don't want to make a million in real
estate in my spare time! 

D Please don't send the plastic figurine that
bears a startling resemblance to Uncle
Marvin. 

D I have no use whatever for a year's supply
of artificial colors and flavors! 

CH I don't particularly want an all-expense
weekend in Lodi, New Jersey.

But give me the full news on:
D The New Advent Loudspeaker
D The Advent/1
D Advent EQ-1 Car Speakers
(Plus a list of the deliberately limited number 
of wonderfully high-class folks who sell them.)

Name.

Address. 

City___

State_ .Zip.

Advent Corporation, 195 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
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Pacific Island girls want men
lo correspond wilh. Exolic. whole 
some nirts seek Inends, romance, 
marriage. For information and 
pn lures of actual f;irls waiting for 
you NOW SEND S2 TOOAV. 

fONTINENTAl PACIflC 
I'O liox 3546 - Depl. ML 
thousand Oak:.. CA (n35 lJ

•^ FIREWORKS

Buy Rockets • Aerials • Buzz Bombs • Repeaters 
Fountains • Cones • Booby Traps * Firecrackers and

much more. Giant, New Calatog. 
Send II ppd — Appliufl to hrsl orOgr 
National Fireworks Co. Dcpi e?6 

4299 Kent Rd. Stow. Ohio 442?4

[NOTICE: RECORD RATERS WANTEfl"™!
No experience required Eacri month we ship I 
you NATIONAL IP's to rate. "You keep IP's." ' 

iWepay postage. In return for your opinion, you I 
lean build your LP collection. A small member- * 
ship tee is required. "First come basis " Send I 

I no money. For apolication write I 
1 EARS Dept. NL Box 10245 I 

5531 W. Center St. I 
__ Milwaukee, Wl 532IQ . 

r JiT iTI _ . ii i iii I

TODAY'S ULTRA-THIN CONDOMS PROVIDE 
A SENSUOUS EXPERIENCE AND PROTECTION TOO!
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ira'liidii And iw. yoi: can buy tliesr SHHSLHH.IS cuncioiiK 
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prnhicvoUlirnaillfoniAcliiniiiridFw1 
Oin '111 aw crilaior. (sum lice mill iwv i-ulur) (iL'St'ibi". 
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•Jiv;: 'I'C.1"" '"! B'MH'' stimiiUlniri BOLD 45.'
•.•fl>n,:s his! nil,: tiKtdDir wilh ti'iIi"inE pf>U,ilJi STIM 
ULA. IROIAN. .iru: >'• otlif rut-Linally jitviTHit-c iiMin: 
W •iiih'is a-i- shpptt; [«(inp!l\ in ^ pw.n iVapin- U .r. 
Siiir you t>'ivarv Wh\ nn! srir I:" a sampii'i loii,i> |; 
you i!ri no! ap'ii PPA v %,iRipt<>r iuckiiKCs ant: wi".ll: si" 
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Citi Slid- —— Zip__ 
Ouer 500.000 Satisfied Customers

Humor tation
Thii Month:

MEMOIRS
b Richard M. Nixon

M'Jf N(or\ o/ tlu1 N'l.xim 
lull/ !'> tin1 tiuin 11 lio IKI.S nKJ.si/ul/v ijisic/i' 
11. J-d^l.-. tire* rax'«/c't/ diu/ ^illtiL'ifS d('s- 
/H'Kc'ti in t/u'.v atmf'L'llin^ cnu/ nu'isiVe 
work. Fdl/tiL'iL'.'c arc laid buri; and /uas oiv 
di.sL'iosi'J. Impuritim Tieir ,/uirts tin' 
/iron «lit lo light cind ffu- fuilaciex tlun 
utTC lu'/d In1 nuin\ (in- s/ioini KJ lK'/<ill(d.-\ 
/\v tJu'./ua.'i. I 'THI/ iimc. u I'luiu/ o./ ./tk'ts 
inid )nl/((L~i(.'.s lu(,\ <)/>,SL'UJX'(/ t/uj .\ 1x0)1 
Whiff Hon.fi' vc'tir: s. Inn, tu'rh tlu'/)!(l'- 
/ri'(dii»i o/ Memoirs, fallacies arc laid lo 
IVM mid till t/U1 /td'fs lirt' (U l(ist spread tint 
ujiciu f/n' table— fuel ami jatttu-y tilikc— 
fur all lc see.

The Nnlionnl Lnmpoon is jno\td lo 
jm'.si'Til ilk' (ml condt'ti.'ic'd edition ol 
Memoir>. It in /io|W that n can-fully j>re- 
/wnvil I'oiidi'Ti.stitioTi in'/l did in inal;in,i; 
[/]i> mi'li'.ftmu1 work acci'ssihle to the /<(j-»-

Chapter 1
I wits Kini in (In' lioLis-i.- my farher 

built.
Nou let me lx- completely accur;Ue. 

] Jo not wish tn leave r\\'ii rhe ink-r- 
eiicc or po^sibilitv of misvjx'akin;; my- 
<clt". My lather did not actually 
"build" the house in rhe sense that 
he, personally, dro\'e e\'ery nail and 
planed every plank. Certain persons 
in the national media, whose rights I 
ol cmir>e fully respect, would just 
lo\'c to find even a hint of inaccuracy 
or misspeaking in this account. I \\-ill 
not jjive them that opportunity.

My mother, who was a saint, pro 
vided most ol the fund<, since mv la

ther, through no fault of his own, was 
never able to earn L'nough money to 
support us so that 1 walked to the 
school some others drove to in their 
fancy cars, from which they laughed 
at me and all those who had to work 
hard for a living. Which it was their 
right to do. We did not go on welfare 
or take food stamps. But still, it was a 
lively home, resounding with the 
sounds of my father beating his head 
against the wall of the house he had 
built.

With help.

diaper 2
All of my lite, ! have been blessed 

\\ ith the love and affection of my 
wife, Pat. There are those who enjoy 
mocking the tradition of married 
love, and who would tear down the 
values of decency and honor and 
truth —who are entitled to their opin 
ions—who assert that ours was a less 
than physically fulfilled marriage.

I can only say that my relationship 
with Pat was exciting, rewarding, and 
deeply fulfilling in every sense of 
those words.

Both times.

Chapter 3
When World VC'ar H broke out, I 

answered the call of my country. True, 
1 was not one of those so-called 
heroes who won medals after jeopard 
izing the lives of their crew members 
by crashing, oh, for instance, a PT 
boat and getting dumped in the ocean 
and luckily making it to an island and 
yetting movies with Clitf Robertson 
made about them and making tie 
clasps, which I'm sure they deserved, 
of course.

1 wns one (if the quiet ones, the un 
sung ones. When tine ol those duty 
roster sheets comes across your de>k, 
and it'- up to you to assign an officer 
to an air transport unit, and one mis 
take, like putting a cerebral palsy vic 
tim at the controls of n bomber, could 
oieiin dis;Ki(.T... itvl), th;u IcinJ ol 
pressure is something you either live 
through or don't. So, without a 
wealthy lather to turn a disastrous 
mistake into a heroic book anil movie 
and tie clasp —not that I have any 
thing against men of wealth, mind 
you. even il they did make their 
money selling bootleg liquor—I went 
back to California, where I found my 
life's work.

Chapter 4
1 was first elected to Congress in 

IV'-K1 - Since then, many people who 
are. perhaps, too fond ol Russian 
dressing, but who are entitled to their

coniintutl
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All those who want to see
the funniest film of the year,

raise their hands.

L \ / \ 1
I-. 'i_v*-^-*——\——— l_

A comedy from Universal Pictures
THE MATTY SIMMONS - IVAN REITMAN PRODUCTION

'NATIONAL LAMPOON'S ANIMAL HOUSE" 5™-.*, JOHN DELUSHI -TIM MATHESON -JOHN VERNON
VERNA BLOOM • THOAAA5 HULCE and DONALD SUTHERLAND as JENNINGS

Produced by MATTY SIMMONS and IVAN REITMAN -Music by ELMER BERNSTEIN
Written by HAROLD RAMIS, DOUGLAS KENNEY& CHRIS MILLER -Directed by JOHN LANDIS

| Original sound rrochs on MCA Records 0 Topes.| A UNIVERSAL PICTURE TECHNICOLOR* |R|RESTHIGTEINg&
————————" ~~ ' «1B19 UN1«BBALCI" STIKHOS INC. ALL BIOHI3 RESERVED. [(Mf llrnun imu^l'ndllM'hJta
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GET YOURS TODAY
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TEE SHIRT

• 100% COTTON "T" SHIRT
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• SUBLIME MESSAGE

IHC, • P.O. BOX 67039 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90067
• Please send me- - Flick Tee Shirts

al $5.00 ea. ($4.50 plus 50( handling)
• Specify size: 
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• Enclosed find (check one)
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• Allow 3 weeks delivery
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sories, plus the latest in records and 
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-VISA - MASTERCHARGE
Toll Free Ordering 1-800-638-3920 
We give quotes by Phone
| Send for our Free Catalog and compare 

our Selection and Prices ... , _.

Addr 
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6730 Santa Barbara CouH . Balio.. Md. 21227

HUMOR SECTION
continued

views on food or politics or world 
conquest, have suggested that 1 ran a 
dirty campaign.

This is typical of the kind of accu 
sations that have marked my career. 
The first memo 1 wrote to my cam 
paign staff said explicitly that "I want 
this to be the cleanest campaign in his- 
ior\." And if was. All paper cups, old 
newspapers, and lists of campaign 
contributors were shredded ant! de 
stroyed every day. Everyone wore 
coats and ties, or if they were women, 
or enjoyed fashion trends like my 
brother Donald did, ruffled blouses. 
We were given a special citation by 
the Whittier Department of Sani 
tation. But it's always hard for truth 
to catch up to the distortions spread 
by those who attend Pete Seeger con 
certs and know all the words to "The 
Internationale."

Then and there, 1 vowed to spend 
my life fighting Communism and all 
who would turn our land into a 
prison of horror and death, which 
those in favor of horror and death 
have every right to advocate, pro 
vided they recognize our right to keep 
them out of our government, schools, 
and movies.

Chapter 5

In 1952,1 was chosen to run as 
vice-president with Dwight Eisen- 
hower—one of the greatest Americans 
I ever met, and whose oversight in 
never inviting me into his home in all 
the years 1 knew him I never resented 
for a minute (it must have been awful 
inside, what with all of Mamie's li 
quor bottles lying around). In the 
middle of the campaign, certain 
people who have season tickets to the 
Bolshoi Ballet charged that I had mis 
used some money given me by friends 
and supporters.

So I went on television and talked 
about our little dog,Chcckcrs. It was 
one of the most grueling experiences 
of my life. To make that speech with 
all those cameramen and technicians 
laughing, and with that dog gnawing 
at my ankle—well, that's one of those 
quiet "profiles in courage" the news 
media never seem to write about.

After eight years as vice-president, 
I was chosen to run for president 
against a nice young man whose per 
sonal habits I have always felt were 
never as bad as others thought, and 
which, of course, reporters never 
wrote about because of the large sums

of money this nice- young man and his 
father managed to leave lying around 
pressrooms—which it is their right to 
leave around. I would have won, but 
just before our first debate, a makeup 
man with a heavy Eastern European 
accent put something in my coffee, 
which somehow ended up all over my 
face. On Election Day, thousands of 
votes were stolen from me in Illinois 
and Texas, but 1 never challenged the 
results—even though I could have 
won—because I wanted to preserve 
our constitutional system of 
government.

I always say it's important to learn 
from your mistakes.

Chapter 6
In 1968, I was elected president— 

and swiftly moved to heal the divi 
sions and hatred in our country.

For example, I found a huge divi 
sion between the young people on 
our campuses—many of whom did 
not take dangerous drugs and actively 
support our Communist enemies 
who were killing American soldiers 
and agitating among the Negro people 
except for those like Sammy Davis, 
Jr.—and our law enforcement officers. 
I quickly established a series of face- 
to-facc, on-campus meetings, at 
which they could "rap" (as the kids 
now say) and "let it all hang out." 
These encounter groups, at places 
such as Jackson State and Kent State, 
were so effective that young people 
were quickly persuaded to work 
within our system, and the campuses 
quieted down very swiftly.

I also moved to restore efficiency in 
government. For example, expensive 
office space in the White House base 
ment was going to waste. 1 quickly 
filled those offices with some of the 
most creative electronics experts in 
America, opening new vistas in tele 
phonic technology and postal 
examination.

Unfortunately, in 1974, certain 
people in the. national press with large 
noses and foreign-sounding names, 
whose parents came here to flee the 
draft and to lend money at usurious 
sums, weakened my political base. I of 
couse knew nothing about the events 
they so endlessly described —in fact, I 
paid so little attention to these events 
that I had to spend several hours a 
day finding out what I didn't know, 
and when 1 didn't know it. About this 
time, I fulfilled a long-standing goal to 
leave public service, and to embark on 
a new and rewarding career in the pri 
vate sector of government. ~
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SCORE!!!

So,you've always wonted to be o member of bosebolls most exciting teom.

Well, here's your chonce.
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EVEN BLUEGIRLS
continued from page rf_>

would say wisely. "Here 1 am work 
ing for a man who's been a field gen 
eral in battles against other red men. 
You and me, we're both crazy. Little 
Sure Shot. We need a specialist."

5
The house physician for the Wild 

West show, a Dr. Robbins, referred 
the pair of them to a traveling 
phrenologist in the area at the rime, 
one Dr. Weiner. If Annie was a 
woman of fingers, then Dr. Weiner — 
with his ineptly-trimmed yet charm 
ing moustache hanging like an 
ineptly-trimmed yet charming cater 
pillar above his upper lip—was a 
man of the head. Ms. Fingers, meet 
Mr. Head.

Annie regarded Dr. Weiner with 
suspicion at first-

"What-all do you phrenologi:crs 
do, Doc'" she asked in her uncon 
vincing hick accent.

"We feel the bumps on people's 
skulls and tell them why they're un 
happy," the doctor replied. "Sort of 
like a nineteenth century form of 
psychiatry."

"A head-feeler, huh.' 'Zat mean 
you think Ah'm crazy?"

"Well now, let's not—hello, may I 
see your fingers for a moment?"

They had caught his eye, and he 
was fascinated. The Oakley sceptres. 
The Moiee birthright. The twin 
batons of the orchestra of her arms. 
The gun barrels of the fivc-shooters 
of her hands. The educated toes of 
the Lou Grosa-fect of her wrists.

"These are remarkable," he said 
warmly. "Will you marry me?"

"Ah1 in alrendy married, doc''
'Ah. Well, I'll have to tell you my 

philosophy of life, then."
"And then I'll tell you mine."
"We'll see." He settled back on a 

chair he had not imagined, looked 
around the room he had neglected 
to describe, and began. "Popular art 
goes in for the quick kill, both in the 
selling and in the consuming. Take . 
the novel. (Please.)' 1 (Note: the au 
thor couldn't resist.) "But seriously: 
if it can make this quick kill without 
pretense to intelligence or insight, it 
will. If it can do this while seeming 
to be profound, so much the better. 
Everyone has feelings they want to 
express. Many of these feelings are 
predictable, universal, common: 
they're cliches waiting to be born, 
no matter how sincerely felt they 
are. This is not a bad thing, by the

way. What the popular artist does is 
exploit these feelings, either by 
working on them (as in Colonel 
Cody's heroic melodramas) or by ex 
pressing them, giving them voice—as 
in the case of pop romances.

"Now, the artist who can do this, 
and combine this attention to the 
superficial level of emotional experi 
ence with attention to an equally su 
perficial intellectual level, can make 
a mint, so long as it seems 'pro 
found'—or 'deep' as we used to say. 
For then not only has he (or she) 
given expression to the cliched sen 
timent, he(or she)has tapped the 
rich lode of cliched opinion."

"Are you crazy yersclf. doc?" 
Annie asked warily.

"\'o, and neither are you. That's 
what I've come here to tell you."

"Then how come [ feel so weird 
all the time? Like I'm not really a 
real person?"

"Because you're a character in a 
badly-written popular novel. I wrote 
you, and have used you as a mouth 
piece to spout my half-baked pro 
fundities, fortune-cookie insights, 
and unuYrgraduare analysis of life. 
I've described you in a way that sug 
gests a decent, down-home, fairly in 
nocent country girl—and then had 
you utter the most unconvincing, 
wooden, artificial, and contrived 
passages of claptrap since The Fonn- 
wmhaid. How could you know who 
you are? The only character who can 
possibly know who he or she is in 
these pages is me. And I don't let 
you or anyone forget it. 1 parade my 
learning. I condescend. I affect a 
sweet tone. I posture. 1 patronize. I 
use parenthetical asides like a ner 
vous adolescent writing a love letter. 
1 use coyness and whimsy like a 
blunt instrument, and bludgeon my 
readers to death with it. And they 
love it, God help me. They love it."

"Then it's not my fault?" Annie 
asked, her face brightening with 
relief.

"Good Lord, no. You're fine. You 
can go now."

"But I really don't feel iiny better," 
she said.

"Don't worry" Dr. Weiner said, 
rising from his chair. "You will. You 
have a good marriage, and you're 
good at what you do. You'll go down 
in history as the greatest woman 
sharpshooter of all time—and you 
brought a lot of people pleasure. 
You led a good life and set a good ex 
ample." And here the doctor—what a 
scalawag!—kissed Annie on the fore

head. "Now go be happy, and get the 
hell out of this novel."

"But what about you?" she asked, 
a tear in her dear eye.

"Me? Ultimately I'll be remem 
bered as just another hack. But these 
days, dot dot dot..." And here he 
winked in an outrageous and raffish 
and sexy and good-humored man 
ner, smiling under his ineptly 
trimmed moustache—"these days 
people think I'm one helluva writer."

Special Bonus Parable
In a place out of doors, near 

woods and meadows, on a hill, 
prows a daisy. Confucius, Buddha, 
Jesus, Karl Marx, and the Army 
Corps of Engineers walk up to it.

Confucius looks at it and says: "A 
flower. Very nice,"

Buddha looks at it and says: "It 
manifests perfect suchness.Yery nice.''

Jesus looks at it and says: "Glory 
to God in the highest. Very nice."

Karl Marx looks at it and says: 
"Nature. Very nice."

The Army Corps of Engineers 
look at it and say: "Can do."

Working in cooperation with the 
local Energy Resources and Devel 
opment Administration, they up 
root the flower, level the hill, strip 
the ground bare, and erect a breeder- 
reactor facility. The U.S. govern 
ment underwrites the construction 
and maintanence of the unit, with 
principal contracts awarded to Gen 
eral Electric, Honeywell, and Union 
Carbide.

Then a man and a woman walk up 
to the site. He is half nude, bearded, 
and carries a crude wooden flute, 
which he tootles from time to time. 
She carries a basket of mushrooms 
and herbs, wears violets entwined in 
her hair, and her belly and breasts 
bear the stretch marks of childbirth.

"Where's the flower?" they ask 
the guard at the electrified gate. Q

It

"He forced her hack against she hydrant, 
the xt reel lain p glixft'tiinf,' on her ten 
taut brcaxlx • . ."
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The mystique of 
Monte Alban Mezcal.

For years, there's been a rumor 
going around that in Mexico you can 
buy a certain land of liquor that comes 
with a worm in every bottle.

That rumor is not only true, it's 
delicious. The liquor is called Monte Alban 
Mezcal con Gusano. And the story behind 
it is fascinating.

In the middle of the sixteenth century, 
the Spanish conquistadores had done what 
they had come to Mexico to do: conquer 
the New World. And because the Spaniards 
were running out of their traditional rum, 
they celebrated with the distilled juice of 
the agave cactus. This they called Mezcal. 

Today's Mezcal 
is an intriguing 

liquor, being 
both potent and 
smooth. Not to 

• mention mellow 
and downright 

delicious.
Now comes 

the best part. Inside 
every agave cactus live tasty little agave 
worms. Agave worms are so particular, 
they're only found in that one species. It

I "*

is for this reason that genuine Mezcal, 
made from the agave cactus in 
Oaxaca province, is bottled with 
a 8enume ogave worm.

As with other traditions 
that are hundreds of years old, a certain 
mystique has been built up around the ritual 
of consuming Mezcal and its agave worm. 
Most knowledgeable people drink it like 
tequila; that is, with a lick of salt and a bite 
of lime. For true tradition, use the mixture 
of sea-salt and spices in the bag attached to 
the bottle. The worm is said by some to be 
the key to wondrous experiences. Others 
claim it sets free a spirit of celebration. 
Whatever the 
truth, we know 
that agave 
worms are a 
very popular 
delicacy in 
Mexico.

And why 
should the 
Mexicans have 
Mezcal all to 
themselves? 
Now, for 
the first

time, you can buy 
Mexico's leading 
brand of Mezcal— 
Monte Alban 
Mezcal con Gusano 
—in the United 
States. Each bottle 

is genuine Mezcal 
from the region of Oaxaca. For proof, just 
look inside the bottle.

Monte Alban Mezcal opens up whole 
new worlds to conquer. Bring it along to 
your next party. Enlighten people on its 
heritage. Demonstrate how to drink it. 
Make mixed drinks with it, too. And when 

you and your friends get down to the 
bottom of the bottle, find out who's 

really adventurous. Or munch the 
worm yourself, it's really 

delicious. Try Monte Alban
Mezcal con Gusano. 

1 ... Who knows what 
.' might happen?

"If you can't find Monte 
Alban at your favorite liquor store please 

drop a card to Bill Rogers, RO. Box 1240, 
Chicago. IL 60601. Hell be g!ad to help.

IIVTEILHII

Mezcal 
Gusano
^Regional de

WITH AGAVE WORM

IWWI1 UKUSHLT IT
nun nms in niinB.it 
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Monte Alban. Authentic Mexican Mezcal. The proof is in every bottle,
©1978. Monte Albati Mezcal. 80 Proof. Imported exclusively by Stuart Rhodes. Ltd., New York. New York. 

Available in the United States in 750 ml.(25.4 oz.) bottles.
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Alive 
with pleasure!

*• Lorillard, U.S.A., 197B

Newport
Newport

Kings: 17 mg. "tar," 1.2 mg. nicotine; 100's: 20 mg. "tar/ 
jl.4 mg. nicotine av. per ctgarene, FTC Report Aug. 1977.

IfteraTl, ifsmotyng 
t a pleasure, 
-'farther?

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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